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ABSTRACT

Nuclear criticality was eliminated from performance assessment calculations for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant

(WIPP), a repository for waste contaminated with transuranic (TRU) radioisotopes, located in southeastern New

Mexico, based on arguments presented in this article. After disposal and following an inadvertent human intrusion

into the repository (an event that must be considered because of safety regulations), there is no credible mechanism

to counteract the natural tendency of the material to disperse during transport. Physical constraints on concentrating

fissile material include low initial solid concentration of fissile material, small mass of fissile material transported

over 10,000 yr, and insufficient physical compaction; hydrologic constraints include the limited amount of brine

available to transport fissile material. Geochemical constraints on concentrating the fissile radioisotopes include

lack of sufficient adsorption and conditions conducive to precipitation. Hence, the probability of nuclear criticality

is low. Furthermore, before a criticality would have the potential to affect human health—assuming that a criticality

could occur—it would have to either (1) degrade the ability of the repository to contain radioactive waste or (2)

produce significantly more radioisotopes than originally present. Neither of these situations can occur at the WIPP;

thus, the consequences of a criticality are also low.

Keywords: radioactive waste disposal, criticality, risk assessment, performance assessment, Waste Isolation

Pilot Plant, 40 CFR 191
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I. INTRODUCTION

To certify the compliance of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP), an operating facility owned by the U.S.

Department of Energy (DOE) for the geologic disposal of wastes containing transuranic (TRU) radioisotopes, the

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) required estimates of the disposal system's future behavior under

stylized conditions. The estimates were prepared by means of models that captured essential features, events, and

processes (FEPs) of the disposal system. As in any surface facility that handles fissile material, a potential event for

a deep geologic disposal system for radioactive waste is a sustained, nuclear chain reaction (i.e., a criticality). This

article describes the reasons why nuclear criticality was omitted from consideration as a modeled event (I). The

work reported here supported the 1996 WIPP performance assessment (2, 3) as part of the Compliance Certification

Application (CCA) (4) submitted to EPA in October 1996 and approved in May 1998 (5).

The likelihood of assembling a critical mass at a location in or near a repository depends upon the geologic

processes within the disposal system and the ability of these processes to concentrate fissile radioisotopes so that

they meet criteria necessary for criticality. Concern about criticality in TRU waste has never been great because of

the low initial concentration of fissile material; yet, the approach used can be applied to repositories with other types

of waste with higher initial concentrations of fissile material. To this end, the article illustrates the use of

fundamental concepts of nuclear criticality and geologic aspects of concentrating minerals that support eliminating

the criticality events.

LA. Location of WIPP

The WIPP is located in southeastern New Mexico, 42 km east of Carlsbad, New Mexico (Fig. 1). Although an

abandoned salt mine near Lyons, Kansas, was initially examined, the DOE, at the invitation of New Mexico civic

leaders, settled in 1974 on characterizing the 600-m-thick salt beds in the Delaware Basin for disposal of its

radioactive waste. Five years later, in December 1979, Congress authorized the DOE to build at the selected site (6).

Construction of the repository was essentially complete in 1988. The WIPP received its first shipment of TRU

radioactive waste in March 1999 (7).

I.B. Performance Assessment

The process of assessing whether a radioactive waste disposal system such as the WIPP meets a set of

performance criteria is a performance assessment (PA). The WIPP disposal system is discussed in Section II. The

following sections describe the performance criteria and analysis process.

I.B.1. Performance Criteria

The U.S. Congress, in the Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA) of 1982 (8), established the policy that the present

generation would bear the political and financial costs of developing a permanent disposal option for nuclear waste.

In 1985,1 in response to the NWPA, the EPA promulgated the standard, 40 CFR 191 (10), which had been under

study since 1977 (3). In the WIPP Land Withdrawal Act of 1992 (H), Congress directed that the EPA implement

this standard for the WIPP Project. In response, EPA promulgated 40 CFR 194 (12).

Neither 40 CFR 191 nor 40 CFR 194 provides specific guidance regarding the occurrence of criticality after

closure of the WIPP repository. Rather, risks associated with a critical condition are evaluated under the general

1 The standard was remanded by the courts shortly thereafter but was repromulgated with only minor changes in 1993 (9).
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provisions of the standard. The Individual Protection Requirement requires that the mean individual dose remain

below 15 mSv/yr. The Ground Water Protection Requirement requires that the activity from alpha-decaying

radioisotopes remain below 15 pCi/0. The Containment Requirement requires an evaluation of probabilities of

cumulative release at the disposal system boundary (actually a complementary cumulative distribution function

[CCDF]). A distribution of release is required because uncertainty from various sources must be included in the

analysis,2 where the uncertainty is usually expressed as a probability distribution (see, for example, Section IV.D on

solubility uncertainty).

I.B.2. FEP Selection and Screening

The process of performing a PA answers three basic questions Q5_, .16, 17): What unwanted features, events,

and processes3 (FEPs) or scenarios of these FEPs may occur? What is the probability of each FEP or scenario?

What are the consequences in terms of the performance criteria of each FEP or scenario? The first question is

answered through a scenario development process. The second and third questions are answered through a

modeling process. Hence, PA is intimately tied to the process of building scientifically plausible mathematical

models Q8, .17, i4> IS). Several iterations of the PA process may be necessary to eliminate those FEPs or scenarios

with negligible influence and to improve the modeling of retained FEPs.

The formal selection and screening of FEPs for inclusion in modeling is an important step in PA and one of the

aspects that sets PA apart from typical scientific modeling or engineering analysis. The EPA set the guiding

philosophy for selection of FEPs, including the regulatory period, the type of natural and anthropogenic phenomena

to be considered, and criteria for omitting FEPs.

Regulatory Period. The EPA's goal for the disposal standard was to provide protection for as long as the

wastes presented an unacceptable risk (20, pp. 64-68). The EPA selected 10,000 yr as the period of regulation.4

Human Intrusion. The standard, 40 CFR 191, and the implementing regulation, 40 CFR 194, require the DOE

to demonstrate that the WIPP will comply with the performance criteria even after humans unknowingly intrude into

the repository with an exploratory drill hole using present day technology. The requirement by the EPA to address

human intrusion defeats, to a large degree, the advantage of the nearly ideal properties of salt in containing the

radioactive waste and focuses instead on other aspects of the WIPP disposal system, such as adsorption of

radioisotopes and the existence of nonpotable water in an aquifer above the salt beds. Hence, it is important to

emphasize that without inadvertent intrusion, the probability of criticality is practically zero; only with intrusion do

the arguments require more sophistication.

FEP Screening Criteria. In Appendix C of 40 CFR 191 (9) and in 40 CFR 194.32 (12), the EPA allows

omission of categories of FEPs with probabilities of occurrence less than 10"4 in 10,000 yr.5

2 Because the performance criteria are probabilistic in the United States, a performance assessment (PA) and a probabilistic risk assessment
(PRA) for a nuclear reactor are similar in concept (H, J4)
3 In this context, a feature is an aspect or condition of the disposal system, an event is a short-term natural or anthropogenic phenomenon, and a
process is a long-term natural phenomenon (i.e., a phenomenon that occurs over a significant portion of the regulatory period).

The EPA stated that, because 10,000 yr is a short period of time geologically, changes in geological conditions were expected to be small (20,
p. 67). Time periods of 100 and 1000 yr were rejected because few health effects were predicted for that time span—many radioisotopes would
still be in transit toward the accessible environment and the probability of disruptive events would be low. Periods of time longer than 10,000 yr
were rejected because predictions of geological changes would not be reliable.
5 For engineered nuclear facilities, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) at one time attempted to define an incredible event as an
event with a frequency of occurrence less than lO^/yr. The EPA chose a more conservative frequency of 10'8/yr.
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I.B.3. Human Intrusion Scenarios Evaluated in 1996 PA

Based on guidance in Appendix C of 40 CFR 191 and 40 CFR 194, human intrusion was considered by

assuming exploratory drilling for oil and gas deposits using present-day technology near the WIPP. In such a

situation, radioisotopes may be released in different ways and at different times. The short-term result of intrusion is

entrainment of wastes into the drilling fluid and their immediate release at the surface. At much later times, releases

through groundwater flow into the overlying Culebra may occur when brine flow and the solubility of the

radioisotopes are high. The later potential long-term releases were grouped into two categories based on whether a

pressurized brine reservoir in the Castile Formation (described in Section II) was intersected, and then further

grouped into two subcategories based on the time of intrusion. A third category was developed from the first two

categories. The results discussed in this article are primarily from scenario S5 (Table I).6

In scenario S5, a human exploring for minerals drills through the repository. Later, the driller plugs the

borehole using concrete (present-day technology) and abandons it. Releases over the long term can occur from

selective degradation of the concrete and migration of radioisotopes to the brine aquifer in the Culebra (Fig. 2). As

suggested by regulatory guidance (10, 9, .12), the concrete plug is conservatively assumed to degrade to the

properties of sand, without intrusion by salt or the precipitation of salts in the brine over the 10,000-yr regulatory

period. The assumption of no closure of the borehole (either through salt creep or precipitation of minerals from

solution) is very conservative over the 10,000-yr regulatory period; given the high likelihood of salt creep and salt

precipitation in a borehole, the assumption of no closure of the borehole for periods longer than 10,000 yr becomes

unrealistic.

I.C. Overall Approach

The performance criterion (i.e., CCDF) includes both a probability component and consequence component,

and the approach used herein is to use arguments of both these elements to demonstrate that criticality was

appropriately eliminated from the 1996 PA.

I.C.I. Probability

Support for the low-probability argument (and the low-consequence argument discussed later) depends upon

constraints from two types of modeling. Nuclear criticality modeling is used to develop physical constraints on

fissile mass and geochemical constraints on fissile concentration. The nuclear criticality modeling is discussed

elsewhere (21, i , 22). The results, based on the WIPP disposal system, are summarized in Section III. The second

type of modeling, geophysical modeling is used to evaluate the feasibility of exceeding bounds on fissile

concentrations by examining whether physical, hydrologic, or geochemical constraints exist (Fig. 3). A description

of these geophysical processes is the primary focus of the remainder of this article. Specifically, the probability of

criticality is the conditional probability times the probabilities that physical, hydrologic, and geochemical constraints

are absent. The qualitative evaluation of these probabilities is used to organize the discussion in the article. That is,

P(C} = Pfg) • P{h} • P(C I g nh nc) • Pfc}, where P{Cj is the probability of a criticality event; Pfg} is the

probability of no geometric or other physical constraints, as discussed in Section IV; P{h} is the probability of no

6 In addition to using scenarios, three replications of the entire calculation set, each with a different starting random number, were run to evaluate
potential variation in results in the 1996 PA. This article uses the first replicate, R1. For a complete description of the calculations, see 4 or 2.
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hydrologic constraints (also discussed in Section IV); P(C I g n h n c) is the conditional probability of criticality

given no obvious physical, hydrologic, or geochemical constraints (Section V); and P{c} is the probability of no

geochemical constraints to criticality (Section VI) (Fig. 3).

I.C.2. Consequences

In the final section, Section VII, two categories of consequences are evaluated through analogy with

anthropogenic criticality accidents: (1) the potential increase in fission products and (2) damage to the disposal

system.

/. C.3 Use of General and Specific Arguments

When presenting arguments in Sections IV through VII, the arguments are differentiated by location, i.e., the

engineered barrier (repository) and the natural barrier (i.e., primarily the Culebra aquifer described in Section II),

because specific reasons for the absence of geophysical mechanisms often differ for each location. Furthermore, the

authors first discuss general constraints from geophysical modeling that argue against criticality at each location.

Although this approach does not always provide a definitive result, it can be useful in conveying the arguments to a

wide audience. The authors then present results of the 1996 PA (4, 2) to confirm that the simulated conditions are

not conducive to criticality.

II. BACKGROUND

II.A. Previous Studies of Criticality in Repositories

Prior to establishing deep geologic disposal of radioactive waste as United States policy, several studies were

conducted as to whether criticality was credible in a repository. Allen (23) reported that the critical mass of

spherically shaped fissile material was surprisingly small; the masses of fissile material in the proposed containers of

defense high-level waste (HLW) either were only slightly smaller or, in a few cases, were of similar size to these

limits. Also in 1978, Winchester (24) hypothesized a mechanism to segregate 243Am from other actinides through

preferential adsorption; the 243Am could then decay to ^ 'Np and eventually to ^'Pu. In 1979, Clayton (25)

suggested a positive feedback mechanism for a critical event in soil, based on calculations by Carter (26), who had

evaluated the potential for criticality as part of a safety analysis of radioactive waste disposal in trenches at the

Hanford reservation in Washington. To dismiss these hypotheses, Brookins (27) reported on geochemical

constraints that prevented critical masses from accumulating in geologic repositories. Also in 1983, Stratton (28)

dismissed the allegations that a nuclear explosion had occurred at a waste disposal site in the Ural Mountains in

Russia.

When the option to place HLW and spent nuclear fuel (SNF) in the WTPP was blocked by Congress in 1979 (6),

the concern for criticality diminished because of the low initial concentrations of fissile material in TRU waste.

Nonetheless, criticality has been listed as an event for consideration at the WIPP since 1979 in work supporting the

Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) (29,30,31., 32). Based in part on studies of the WIPP, the International Atomic

Energy Agency (IAEA) has listed criticality for consideration since 1981 in its guidance to member countries that

desire to site repositories for radioactive waste (33). The DOE conducted traditional nuclear criticality safety studies on

7 Prior to Congressional authorization of the WIPP in December 1979 (6), the DOE considered the site for disposal of HLW in addition to TRU
waste.
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the storage and initial emplacement of the drums in the repository in the early 1980s (34. 25) and concluded that the

drum storage array in the WBPP would be subcritical. The same conclusion was independently confirmed by the State

of New Mexico Environmental Evaluation Group (EEG), although the EEG analysis disagreed with some aspects of

the DOE analysis (36, 37). The EEG analysis also explored the possibility of dissolution, transport, and concentration

of the fissile material in a dolomite rock with 10% porosity. With assumed concentrations in the rock of 27.6 mM (6.6

kg/m3)*for 39Pu and 4.7 mM (1.1 kg/m3) for 233U, a fissile mixture that was greater than 0.5 m thick was supercritical8

(kefr> 1) (38). However, the discussion noted that "the consequences to the accessible environment should not be very

high" (38). The study also cited analogous aqueous criticality accidents reported by Stratton (30, 40, At, 42) and the

natural reactors in the Oklo ore deposit in Gabon, Africa (43,42).

The preliminary screening of FEPs performed for the WIPP by Hunter (44) and Galson and Swift (45) retained

nuclear criticality for more thorough investigation. Also, news articles in 1995 (46) drew attention to speculative

scenarios proposed by Bowman and Venneri (47) with regard to an atomic explosion occurring in the potential tuff

repository at Yucca Mountain, Nevada, speculation that probably received more attention than it deserved (48).

Soon after, critics argued against the possibility of such a large energy release both qualitatively (49, 50) and

quantitatively (51_, 52, 53, 21). This article describes the difficulty of creating conditions conducive to any type of

criticality—explosive or otherwise—with TRU waste.

II.B. Description of WIPP Disposal System

II.B. 1. Geologic Characteristics

The geology of southeastern New Mexico has been of great interest because of the potash and hydrocarbon

resources in the area and because of the academically interesting exposures of ancient reefs. Hence, extensive

literature exists on the general stratigraphy (see, for example, references in 4, Chapter 2; 17; 3). The lowest strata

mentioned here is the Bell Canyon Formation, which is composed of up to 330 m (1000 ft) of fine-grained sandstone

and siltstone with thin beds of carbonate and clay that contain hydrocarbon. The Bell Canyon Formation isolates the

overlying strata from deeper strata.

Castile Formation. Overlying the Bell Canyon Formation is the Castile Formation (hereafter shortened to the

Castile), which is found only on the interior of the Capitan limestone reef (Fig. 1). The 500-m-thick Castile consists

of three anhydrite (CaSO4) members and two interspersed halite (NaCl) members (Fig. 4). Within the land-

withdrawal boundary, a pressurized brine9 reservoir has been intersected in the fractured Anhydrite HI (uppermost)

layer of the Castile by one well (WIPP-12) and, outside the boundary, by 11 out of -100 nearby deep wells (54,

Figure 3-26) (28 out of 3406 wells in the New Mexico portion of the Delaware Basin [4, Appendix DEL, Section

7.5]). As described earlier, the analysis of the WIPP assumes that a pressurized brine reservoir exists in the Castile

beneath a portion of the repository for the next 10,000 yr.

Salado Formation. The Salado Formation (hereafter shortened to the Salado), which overlays the Castile,

extends far beyond the Capitan reef. The 600-m-thick Salado hosts the repository about 655 m below the surface.

8 If n stray neutrons are introduced into a region of fissile material, the total number of neutrons that appear after r generations is n£k', where k is
the multiplication (k^r in real systems). Three possible situations exist for k: k<l, subcritical; k=l, critical; k>l, supercritical.
9 Herein brine refers to an aqueous solution with total dissolved solids (TDS) greater than 30 kg/m3. For comparison, brackish water refers to
solutions with TDS between 3 and 30 kg/m3; fresh water refers to solutions with TDS less than 3 kg/m3.
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Near the repository, the Salado consists of nearly horizontal (<1° dip) halite and occasional interbeds of minerals

such as clay and anhydrites of the Late Permian Period (-255 million year old [255 Ma]) (Fig. 4).

Culebra Dolomite Member of Rustler Formation. The Rustler Formation overlies the Salado (Fig. 4). The

Culebra Dolomite Member of the Rustler Formation (hereafter shortened to the Culebra), consists of dolomite and

dolomitic limestone. Although radioisotope release via groundwater is unlikely overall (3, 2), the Culebra is the

most likely pathway relative to other pathways for lateral transport of radioisotopes because it is the most permeable

stratigraphic unit near the repository (Fig. 2).

Within the WIPP Project, the Culebra has been divided into four units (55). The uppermost unit, Culebra

Unit 1, averages 3.0 m in thickness. The small number of fractures tends to occur along bedding planes. The middle

Culebra Units, 2 and 3, are fairly similar except for the extent of fracturing. The fractures in both units typically

extend less than 5 cm and connect numerous vugs. Originally, the vugs were anhydrite pockets that hydrated to

gypsum during sedimentation; subsequent dissolution of gypsum left the vugs. The fractures in both units are either

open or gypsum-filled, with apertures up to 0.2 cm wide. Because of more extensive fracturing, intact pieces of core

from Culebra Unit 3 are rare. Culebra Unit 2 is about 1.6 m thick; Culebra Unit 3 is about 1.2 m thick. The

lowermost Culebra Unit 4 is typically 1.5 m thick near the repository. Small, open microvugs (<3 mm) are

common, but occasionally, large vugs and gypsum nodules (up to 8 cm in diameter) occur near the bottom of the

unit. Mercer and Orr (56) reported that based on I31I tracer tests at H-3, all of the flow came from the lower portion

of the Culebra. Tracer tests in 1996 at H-19 confirmed that Culebra Unit 1 does not contribute to solute transport.

Therefore, the hydrologic effective thickness of Culebra is taken as ~4 m (7 m minus the 3 m for Culebra Unit 1)

(57).

II.B.2. Tmnsuranic Waste

Waste planned for disposal at the WIPP repository consists of a broad variety of materials, including inorganics

(e.g., iron and aluminum alloys, equipment, concrete, glass, firebrick, ceramics), organics (e.g., cellulosics, such as

paper, cardboard, laboratory tissues, wood, cloth, rubber, plastics), solidified materials (e.g., waste water treatment

sludge, cemented liquid waste, inorganic particles and soils), and solvents generated during the production of

nuclear weapons. Most of these wastes have been contaminated by alpha-emitting TRU radioisotopes. A small

portion of TRU are fragments of SNF that were examined in the laboratory. To be classified as TRU waste in the

United States, the average activity per mass in the container must be over 3.7 x 106 Bq/kg (100 nCi/g) from

radioisotopes with half-lives greater than 20 yr.

General Categories of TRU Waste. Two general types of TRU waste are (1) contact-handled transuranic (CH-

TRU) waste (-1.68 x 105 m3 or -806,000 55-gal drums), which is TRU waste with an external dose rate of less than

5.6 x 10"7 Sv/s (200 mrem/hr), and (2) remotely handled transuranic (RH-TRU) waste (7080 m3 or 4%), such as

fragments of SNF, which exceeds an external dose rate of 5.6 x 10~7 Sv/s but is less than 2.8 x 10~3 Sv/s

(1000 rem/hr). For both types, the final forms of the waste are grouped into 11 categories (Fig. 5). Most of the

volume is in the Heterogeneous Waste category; the second largest volume category is Uncategorized Metal (!; 7,

Figure 8).
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TRU Fissile Mass. The projected initial total mass of radioisotopes in the WIPP repository is -180 Mg. Of

these, 80% (150 Mg) is 238U placed in the waste by Oak Ridge National Laboratories (Fig. 5) and elsewhere to

prevent criticality during storage. The masses of the two most important fissile materials, a s U and ^ P u , are 8 and

13 Mg, respectively (Table II). Note that the average enrichment of uranium at emplacement is 5%. Over

10,000 yr, the enrichment increases slightly to 7% because of the decay of 239Pu. The initial average enrichment of

the combination of plutonium and uranium (in Pu fissile gram equivalents [FGEs]) at emplacement is 14%.

Containers. CH-TRU waste is shipped in standard 55-gal steel drums (0.89-m high, 0.60-m diameter) or steel

boxes (0.94 m high, 1.3 m wide, 1.8 m long). The drums are packaged in groups of seven for transportation and

disposal. The reference design for RH-TRU waste is a 6.35-mm-thick steel cylinder with an outside diameter of

0.65 m and length of 3 m. Neither type of container has any special feature that acts as an engineered barrier and so

the containers are considered part of the waste.

II.B.3. Design of the Repository

The WIPP repository is a 1.5 x 105-m2 (38-acre) facility constructed in a single stratigraphic unit of the Salado.

The excavated disposal region is 4.35 x 103 m and is divided into eight panels plus two equivalent panels composed

of the central connecting drifts. All the openings are rectangular in cross section and 4 m high. The '7-pack" of

drums or individual boxes of waste are stacked three high and six wide across the rooms and connecting drifts

(Fig. 6). The design volume for the waste in the disposal region is 1.75 x 105 m3 or about 40% of the excavated

volume. A portion of the remaining volume will be backfilled with salt and magnesium oxide (MgO) such that the

average initial porosity (including the porosity in the waste) is about 85%.

III. PHYSICAL CONSTRAINTS ON CRITICAL CONCENTRATION AND MASS

A critical condition depends not only on the quantity of fissile material but also on its concentration, shape, and

any other material mixed with or surrounding the fissile material. In addition, the temperature of the material has an

important influence. As demonstrated by Clayton (25), setting limits for a heterogeneous mixture with specific

shapes and masses of fissile and other material is particularly complex. However, standard limits below which

criticality is impossible do exist for homogenous mixtures of fissile material, and these limits can provide guidance

in more complex situations.

III.A. Experimental Critical Limits for Uranium- and Plutonium-Water Mixtures

In describing the possibilities of homogeneous mixtures of fissile material in the literature, the behavior of

fissile material immersed in water is most often presented as the fissile mass versus the fissile concentration (Fig. 7).

For criticality to occur with uranium, the uranium mass and solid concentration must lie to the right and above the

curve. The same basic shape is observed for a 100 %wt 239Pu/H2O mixture. For criticality to occur, the mass of

100 %wt a 9Pu must be greater than a 0.5 kg and the B9Pu solid concentration must be greater than 7 kg/m3 (Fig. 7b).

The minimum critical mass (or minimum critical volume) of B9Pu or ^ U is occasionally used in arguments in

this article. However, the masses and volumes of fissile material collected in a certain region of geologic material

are dependent on time (e.g., flow rates) and therefore the regulatory period, unless a geometrical constraint on the

maximum mass or volume exists. The concentration limit, on the other hand, can often be more easily compared to

geologic processes such as dissolution, adsorption, and precipitation.
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III.B, Calculational Method and Data for Geologic Material

III.B. 1. Computational Tool

Although numerous criticality experiments have been performed in ideal material, criticality experiments with

common geologic material have not. Consequently, the work presented here is based on calculations with MCNP™

(Monte Carlo code for solving Neutron and Photon transport equations) (Los Alamos Version 4A, RS ICC version

CCC-200) (58).10 For ^ U - I ^ O and ^ ' P u ^ O mixtures, the calculated criticality curves (using 10s samples to

evaluate k^f) compare quite well with results of experiments compiled by Paxton et al. (59) and Clayton and

Reardon (60) (Fig. 7).

III.B.2. Deposited Forms of Plutonium and Uranium

For the criticality calculations described herein, the deposited form of plutonium is assumed to be PuC>2 (ps =

11580 kg/m3); the deposited form of uranium is assumed to be UO2CO3 (Rutherfordine) (pg = 5724 kg/m3), because

it is the thermodynamically stable form in a carbonate solution. Although the type of plutonium or uranium mineral

greatly influences solubility, as shown later, the mineral form has only a small influence on criticality limits.

III.B.3. Composition ofCulebra Brine, Culebra Dolomite, and Oklo Sandstone

In the criticality calculations, the elemental composition of the Culebra, Salado, and Castile brine used here is

that defined by Papenguth (61) (Fig. 8). The intergranular Salado brine has substantially more magnesium and

potassium than the Castile brine. The element composition of Culebra dolomite used here is that defined by Siegel

et al. (62) and Sewards et al. (63) (Table III).

Because it can serve as an analogue, the composition of the sandstone that hosts the Oklo uranium ore deposit in

Gabon, Africa, is also used herein (Section V). The deposit contains at least 16 natural reactors that operated

intermittently starting about 1.97 billion years ago (Ga) (64, j . , 42, 65). The Oklo sandstone is high in silica

(84 %wt) (Fig. 9).

III.B A. Porosity of Culebra Dolomite

Within the WIPP land-withdrawal boundary (Fig. 1), the porosity within the dolomite consists of intergranular

porosity, fractures, and vugs. Since 1991, the range for the intact matrix porosity in PA calculations has been set

between 0.10 and 0.25 (66, Table 2.6-3). The median value assumed was 0.16 (57; 66, Figure 2.6-10).

Prior to 1996, PA calculations assumed a range of 0.0001 to 0.01 (67, p. 11-30) as the advective fracture

porosity, i.e., porosity through which fluid is conducted, based on an order-of-magnitude bracket around the tracer

test results at H-3 and H-l 1 (68). Results from the tracer tests at H-19, which estimated the advective porosity at

0.04 (52), were used for the 1996 PA.

lll.C. Calculated Criticality Limits for Geologic Media
In general, the addition of geologic media, such as Culebra dolomite, to the fissile/water binary system

substantially increases the mass and slightly decreases the solid concentration of fissile material necessary to go

10 In MCNP™, the distance between interactions, the fissions that occur, the loss by capture, or leakage are characterized by parameters such as
the reaction cross-section of the atoms of each material, the mean free path lengths between interactions, the distribution describing scattering,
and the distribution of neutron energy. Although considered state-of-the-art because of its use of pointwise, continuous-energy cross-sections,
MCNP™ cannot easily determine the point at which Ka is equal to one. Rather, with MCNP™, the user must select parameters through trial-
and-error. Therefore, a pre-processor was developed for MCNP™ to rapidly generate input files and a post-processor to estimate critical
conditions through interpolation of results. Sanchez et al. (21.. Vol. 2, pp. 1-14) describe this analysis system in more detail.
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critical. For a mixture of ^'PuCVCulebra dolomite (porosity[<|>]=16%) 100% brine saturated, the minimum

concentration limit for criticality is ~3 kg/m3 (1250 ppm) (Fig. 10a) and the minimum mass limit is 2.2 kg (based on

properties reported in Figs. 8 and 9 and Table IH) Q, 22). The concentration limit decreased about a factor of 2.3,

and the mass limit increased by a factor of 4.4 from those values shown for a P11/H2O binary system (Fig. 7). The

concentration limit for criticality increases to -10 kg/m3 when either Salado or Castile brine is the fluid, because of

the added chlorine and boron content (Fig. 10b). The critical concentration for a 239Pu/halite/brine homogeneous

mixture is ~53 kg/m3 and the minimum critical mass is 720 kg (Fig. 10a).

For uranium, as Rutherfordine (UO2CO3) (5% 235U). the limit concentration is 9 kg/m3 and the minimum critical

mass is 50 kg Q, 22) (Fig. l la) . Comparison of the criticality limit (left asymptote) for 3.68 %wt a s U and 93.2 %wt
235U shows that although there is a large change in required fissile mass to go critical (500 kg vs. 9 kg), there is only

a small change in required fissile concentration (9 kg/m3 versus 5 kg/m3)11 (Fig. lib). Furthermore, to go critical,

the concentration of uranium (1250 ppm) must reach levels that are considered to be economically mineable ore

bodies when located near the surface (-1000 ppm) and thus current knowledge about the formation of ore bodies is

discussed in Section V.

For a system composed of three components (e.g., uranium, water, Culebra dolomite), the critical curve of

fissile mass versus fissile concentration can have an asymptote at the right as well as the left of where the porosity of

the geologic material limits the possible mass of water and fissile material. This effect is seen for uranium in

dolomite with 16% porosity (Fig. 10a) and sandstone with 10% porosity (Fig. l ib) .

III.D. Criticality Limits for Adsorption on Rust

Fissile material can adsorb onto corrosion products of the drums and metals in the waste within the repository,

most notably rust. In addition, adsorption on rust represents a reasonable maximum bound for adsorption on other

materials within the repository and elsewhere. Because goethite (cc-FeOOH) represents the most likely form of rust

over the 10,000-yr regulatory period (as described in Section VI.A.3), the critical limits for homogeneous mixtures

of metallic uranium and plutonium with goethite were evaluated for hemispherical shapes12 (Fig. 12). The porosity

was set at 20%. The critical concentration in pure water is about 45 kg/m3 and 20 kg/m3 for fissile B5U and ^'Pu,

respectively.

III.E. Criticality Limits for Planar Shapes in Culebra

For a planar mixture of ^'PuCVCulebra dolomite ((f> = 16%) and brine, the concentration limit for criticality is

-5 kg/m3 (Fig. 13), which is very similar to that for a spherical shape (i.e., 3 kg/m3, Fig. 10).

IV. GEOMETRIC AND HYDROLOGIC CONSTRAINTS ON CRITICALITY

IV.A. Compaction in Repository

The CH-TRU waste to be emplaced at the WIPP contains very low concentrations of fissile material (primarily

^'Pu); thus, the possibility of criticality is extremely remote prior to closure. Just as important, the possibility of

criticality is also remote after closure because criticality requires that this emplaced fissile mass be substantially

" The 3.68% wt ^ U enrichment is the estimated enrichment when the Oklo natural reactors in sandstone were intermittently operating, as
described further in Section V.
12 Silica-rich tuff, which is very similar to sandstone as shown in Fig. 1 lb, was used as the geologic medium so that the analysis could also be
used elsewhere.
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concentrated. Even when the possibility of salt creeping or precipitating into pores within the waste is neglected, the

solid concentration is below the concentration limit required to go critical. To elaborate, the solid concentration

below which an infinite volume of a homogeneous mixture of pure ^ P u , rust (goethite), and water will not go

critical is 20 kg/m3 (Fig. 12). This limit is 25 times larger than the emplaced density of 0.79 kg/m3 if the

transportation limit of 0.2 kg of FGE ^'Pu per container is considered and assuming an initial porosity (fa) of 0.848.

This density could be increased somewhat through compaction; however, assuming compaction to an average

porosity of 0.08 (Fig. 14), without any salt creep into the waste layer, the fissile mass bulk density (pf) increases by

only a factor of 6 to 4.7 kg/m3 (i.e., pj/pj = (1 - fa) / (1 - <j>j) = 6). Also, the combined mass of three containers is

0.6 kg of FGE ""Pu while the critical limit is 6 kg (Fig. 12).

IV.B. Depositional Space in Marker Beds, Disturbed Rock Zone, and Borehole

The average thickness of many of the anhydrite layers near the repository (e.g., anhydrite layers a and b) is

much less than 0.45 m; hence, criticality in these fractured beds is impossible (Fig. 13). (Although the 0.45 m

applies to dolomite [CaMg(CO3)2] rather than anhydrite [CaSOJ, the influence on criticality would be similar

because of the similar influence of the elements on neutron behavior.)

The volume of disturbed halite is very large (e.g., the initial volume of the disturbed rock zone is likely larger

than the mined volume of the repository). However, the 700 kg of plutonium FGEs required in a homogeneous

mixture of salt (Fig. 10a) is 4 times greater than will be emplaced in any one room (-21 Mg FGE of a 9Pu will be

emplaced in the repository [Table II], which has 118 equivalent rooms; thus -178 kg FGE of plutonium is emplaced

per room). Second, spherical diameters that are the same or greater than the original height of the waste (2.68 m)

(Fig. 6) are required for criticality in Salado salt (calculated from Fig. 10a). Consequently, if movement of fissile

material occurs from the repository into the disturbed halite, a mechanism must exist to concentrate the solution. In

general, the feasibility of concentrating the fissile material is not credible because no plausible geochemical

mechanism exists for selective movement of fissile material into only a small portion of the disturbed rock zone, as

discussed in Section VI.

Criticality within the borehole can be eliminated because insufficient space exists. The diameters used for

boreholes are 0.413 m (16-1/4 in.) or 0.444 m (17-1/2 in.) for oil and gas wells into the Culebra and 0.311 m (12-1/4

in.) and 0.356 m (14 in.) into the salt (66, p. 4-45). Spherical diameters for fissile material/salt/brine mixtures are

much greater than these diameters (as calculated from Fig. 10a). Furthermore, if dolomite fell from above and filled

an empty borehole, all the original dimensions are less than the required spherical diameter or the 0.45 m required

thickness for criticality.

IV.C. Brine Flow through Repository

The rate of accumulation of fissile material in the far field is dependent upon the brine flow (q) through the

repository (hydrologic constraint [see Fig. 3]) and total fissile concentration (CT)- Because of its higher permeability

relative to other strata in the area, practically all of the simulated dissolved radioisotopes migrate through the

Culebra in simulations, with only a maximum of -5.2 m3 of brine going above the Rustler Formation. This

maximum occurred for the S5 scenario on vector 50 (Fig. 15), where vector 50 refers to the simulation with the 50th
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set of parameters sampled through Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS), a constrained Monte Carlo sampling method

(69).

The maximum simulated brine flow in the Culebra was 3.6 x 104 m3/104 yr (Fig. 15). The source of the large

volume of brine in vector 23 is the marker beds, which, in turn, is the result of a high sampled value of Salado

permeability. Intrusions into the brine reservoir below the repository actually pressurize the repository to a very

small degree and so brine volumes are slightly reduced in scenarios S2, S3, and S4.

IV.D. Plutonium and Uranium Concentration Limits

IV.D. 1. Dissolved Concentration Limits

Brine Type Dependence. The range of Pu and U solubility (SD) is somewhat dependent upon the ionic strength

(i) (i.e., type of brine). Consequently in the 1996 PA, the solubility is estimated for both Salado (i = 6700 mM) and

Castile brines (i = 5300 mM).

pH Dependence. The pH (i.e., activity of hydronium ion [H*]) of the solution also influences the solubility of

Pu and U. For the 1996 PA, the DOE assumed, and the EPA subsequently required, enough MgO in the repository

such that any CO2 generated by microbial degradation of organic material in the waste (e.g., paper) would form

MgCO3, such that dissolved CO2 (H2CO3*) would not form; thus, the pH of the brine stays within the range of 9.4 to

9.9 in the repository. Narrowing the range of pH narrows the solubility range of various radioisotopes. This range of

concentrations is narrow in comparison to the range used in the 1991 WIPP PA, which incorporated solubility

values that were determined by an expert panel (66, 70). However, the range does center about the mean and

median values used in the 1991 WIPP PA and elsewhere (Fig. 16).

Oxidation State Dependence. The actinides can exist in the III, IV, V, or VI oxidation states. Lower oxidation

states of actinides are generally less soluble than higher oxidation states. Although plutonium can be present as

either Pu1", Pu™, Puv, or PuVI, or often as a combination of several of these oxidation states, the WIPP Project

assumed plutonium would exist 50% of the time as a III valence state (Pum) and 50% of the time as IV valence state

(PuIV) (71).

Calculated Solubility. Solubility for an actinide oxidation state in solutions of high ionic strength, as occurs in

Castile and Salado brines, was calculated using a chemical equilibrium code (FMT, 22), which accessed the WIPP

database of Pitzer interaction coefficients.13 Because experimental evidence suggests that actinide elements in the

same oxidation state exhibit the same chemical behavior ("oxidation state analogy") (73, p. 536; 74), it was possible

to use Pitzer coefficients experimentally evaluated for other actinides (e.g., Pitzer coefficients evaluated for Th™

were used to estimate the solubility of other IV actinides such as Pu™). The calculated solubility in Salado and

Castile brines, respectively, was 5.5 x 10~5 mM and 6.5 x 10~5 mM for III valence actinides; 4.4 x 10~3 mM and 6.0

l3In practice, many interaction coefficients are quite small and can be neglected; however, if an important interaction is left out, the resulting
stability of a species and thereby the overall element solubility will be in error. For the 1996 PA, many of the Pitzer coefficient were set to zero
for FV valence actinides in FMT. However, the calculated solubility for Pu'v was higher than the calculated solubility for UVI. Because of this
suspicious result, the WIPP Project has continued to work on improving the estimation of Pitzer coefficients for FMT. One data point for
estimating the interaction of "YhOZOi)* with CT has been obtained that results in the solubility of IV actinides (e.g., Pu™) being reduced by two
orders of magnitude (median solubility of 2.0 x 10"5 mM). However, the distribution of the plutonium used in the 1996 PA is used herein not
only because the original arguments were based on this value, but also because a different interpretation may emerge from the continuing
evaluation of plutonium solubility.
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x 10"6 mM for IV valence actinides; 2.3 x 10~3 mM for V valence actinides in both brines; and 8.8 x 10 3 mM and

8.7 x 10"3 mM for VI valence actinides (2, p. 4-39).

Uncertainty in Solubility. The uncertainty of solubility is potentially an important source of uncertainty in the

performance measure (i.e., CCDF) (2, 3). Uncertainty in solubility is dependent on the uncertainty of the brine

chemistry, but this chemistry was not evaluated in the 1996 PA. Instead, a distribution for uncertainty was assigned

as follows: the one solubility value calculated by FMT was assumed equal to the median value (SDi50%). The

uncertainty about the median was then estimated using a sampled scale factor tfD) (i.e., SD = 10® • (SDi50*)> where

the piecewise linear distribution of fD was established through analyst judgment. The minimum was 0.01 times

smaller than the median calculated value (i.e.,/D = -2); the maximum, 25 times larger (i.e.,/D = 1.4) (2, p. 5-15).

The same uncertainty distribution was used for both Pu and U but sampled separately, i.e., no correlation was

assumed in the uncertainty for Pu or U.

IV.D.2. Colloidal Concentrations

Four categories of colloids were considered: mineral, intrinsic, humic, and microbial (75). The mineral-type

colloids are mineral substrates that readily adsorb actinides; the intrinsic colloids are polymeric radioisotopes; the

microbial colloids are microbes that have adsorbed actinides; and the humic colloids are actinides complexed by

humic organics. The mineral colloid concentration (CmineraI) was fixed at 2.6 x 10"5 mM (76). Only Pu was assumed

to form intrinsic colloids at a fixed concentration (Cm,) of 10"* mM (61). The concentration of humic colloids was

assumed to be a fraction of the dissolved concentration (SD), where the fraction was a function of the ionic strength

(or brine type [Br]), oxidation state (Qx), and radioisotope (Rn) (i.e., Chumic = fhumiABr, Ox, Rn) • SD). The humic

colloidal concentration was assumed to be bounded by 0.011 mM (77). Experiments with WIPP-relevant microbes

(78) found that microbes do not actively move actinides through the cell membrane, but instead passively adsorb

actinides extracellularly similar to mineral adsorption. Hence, the microbial colloidal concentration was also a

function of brine type, oxidation state, and the radioisotope.

IV.D.3. Total Concentration for Plutonium and Uranium

A total concentration of Pu and U was calculated as the sum of the dissolved species (SD) and the four

categories of colloids discussed above (2, p. 4-39).

Cmicroi,e , (1)

where

C m ,w = 2.6 x 10~5 mM

Cint = l x l O ^ m M

Chwnic = min {Sfl/tomc, 0.011 mM}

Cmicr0be = min{S[fmicrobe, 0.068 mM} for Pum and Puw

= mm{SDfmicrobe, 0.21 mM} for Uw and UVI

In Castile brine, the total concentration for Pu"1 ranges from 10~5 to 2.4 x 10~2 mM with a median of 1.69 x 10"^

mM. In Salado brine, the total concentration for Pum ranges from 3 x 10~s to 2.4 x 10~2 mM with a median of 7.32

x 10"4 mM. In Castile brine, the total concentration for Pu'v ranges from 10~5 to 3 x 10~3 mM with a median of 6.4
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x 10~5 mM. In Salado brine, the total concentration for Pu™ ranges from 3 x 10"4 to 4 x 10"1 mM with a median of

1.57 xlO"2mM (Fig. 16).

Information for U^ and UVI is also tabulated in Table IV. The median U71 total concentration is 10"2 mM in

Castile brine. The maximum UVI total concentration is 2.3 x 10"1 mM (10"°l6) in the Castile (Fig. 16).

IV.E. Constraints Posed by Solubility

IV.E. 1. Solubility Concentration

A solution of pure^PuOz at a concentration of 3 kg/m3 (the level needed for criticality) corresponds to 12 mM,

a concentration 30 times greater than the maximum total concentration of 0.4 mM of Pu^ predicted in the previous

section (Fig. 16). Similarly, a solution of pure 235UO2 at a concentration of 10 kg/m3 corresponds to 37 mM.

Consequently, a solution of either dissolved plutonium (0.4 mM, maximum total concentration) or dissolved

uranium (0.23 mM, maximum total concentration) cannot go critical in the repository or elsewhere. Even maximum

solubilities of plutonium and uranium used in other studies are not critical (Fig. 16).

The Individual Protection Requirement in 40 CFR 191 at the accessible environment (15 mSv/yr) is -680 pCi/d

for ^ U or -55 pCi/0 for a 9Pu. The Ground Water Requirement in 40 CFR 191 at the accessible environment is

even more stringent—15 pCi/2 (see Section I.B.I). The equivalent radioisotope concentrations of 15 pCi/d for 235U

and S9Pu are 3.0 x 10'5 mM and 1.0 x 10'9 mM, respectively. Hence the Individual Protection Requirement and

Ground Water Requirement for human health adequately protect against criticality near the boundary of the

accessible environment (even with iron-oxide adsorption, as described later).

IV.E.2. Maximum Uranium Release

Although releases above this limit do not necessarily imply criticality is possible (because the fissile material

must be concentrated), the solubility of the fissile material places a limit on the maximum radioisotope release over

10,000 yr. For uranium, the solubility required to release 50 kg of fissile uranium in 10,000 yr is lO"0"5 mM (i.e.,

50 kg • 5.1% • [mole/0.235 kg]/[3.6 x 104 m3 • m3/103 (]). This solubility is above the upper range on the uranium

concentration of 10"1'2 for U w and the upper range of 10"06 for U^ anticipated at the WIPP (Table IV). Thus,

criticality with fissile uranium is precluded based on the anticipated maximum solubility and the calculated

maximum fluid flow.

IV.E.3. Plutonium Reaching Marker Bed 139 and Culebra

For Marker Bed 139, the maximum flow is 2225 m3 flowing to the south and 1800 m3 flowing to the north in

vector 50, S5. The maximum flow of 2225 m3 is not sufficient to move even 2.2 kg of ^ 'Pu at the current maximum

solubility of 3 x 10"3 mM [(3 x 10"3 mole/m3) (2225 m3) (0.239 kg/mole = 0.16 kg < 2.2 kg)].

In the 1996 PA, the fissile material reaching the Culebra, using the calculated flow rates (Fig. 15) and

concentrations of fissile material, is generally quite low. Only vectors 23 and 25 exceed the very conservative

2.5-kg mass limit for a 9Pu using the maximum flow rate in S5 (Fig. 17); only vector 23 exceeds the 7-kg mass

limit.14

14 The possibly large reduction in solubility for Pu"' is sufficient to eliminate the possibility of enough plutonium teaching the Culebra in the first
10,000 yr to cause criticality.
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V. GEOCHEMICAL CONSTRAINTS BASED ON ORE DEPOSITS

Once radioisotopes leave the repository, the general tendency is for them to disperse; only in special

circumstances will radioisotopes concentrate. Because the required concentration of fissile mass to go critical is

similar to that found in an ore deposit (Section HI), an examination of the genesis of uranium ore deposits provides

some insight into the probability of an ore-like concentration of fissile material forming at the WIPP.

V.A. Uranium Ore Deposits in United States

V.A. 1. General Conditions

Most uranium ore deposits worldwide are in sedimentary rock, with nearly one-third in sandstone. As reported

by Adler (79), more than 95% of the uranium deposits in the United States that are potentially exploitable reserves

are in sandstone and found primarily in Wyoming and the Colorado Plateau. These sandstone deposits in the United

States represent -30% of the world uranium reserves (80). The more concentrated portions of these ore deposits

vary between 1 and 5 kg/m3 (1000 to 2000 ppm). While a few uranium ore deposits formed simultaneously with the

sediments (placer or syngenetic ore deposits) (e.g., Ambrosia Lake near Grants, New Mexico) (8_I, p. 116), the

uranium ore deposits in the United States were mostly deposited after the formation of the sandstone (i.e., epigenetic

ore deposits). The sandstone and other sedimentary rocks usually served as an aquifer that transported soluble UVI

species to a location, within or adjacent to the aquifer, that contained a chemical environment that caused deposition.

Occasionally, a complexing agent such as vanadium is present in the sedimentary rock that produces an insoluble

uranium mineral, such as carnotite and tyuyamunite (82, 83). More often, deposition occurs when a soluble UVI

species (e.g., uranyl carbonate) is reduced to a XJW species by organic material, pyrite, or H2S.

V.A.2. Uranium Deposits from Same Period Adjacent to WIPP

In Oklahoma, radioactive anomalies are present throughout several sedimentary sandstone formations deposited

during the late Permian Period. In the 1950s, about 13 tons of uranium ore was mined from the Rush Springs

Sandstone, which corresponds to Bell Canyon sandstone (84) or older formations (85). In addition, a Doxey shale,

which roughly corresponds in age to the Dewey Lake Red Beds Formation (84) has small lens of carnotite and

tyuyamunite uranium minerals deposited a distance of 46 m (150 ft) along a fracture in thin interbeds of sandstone

and siltstone of the shale.

V.A.3. Uranium Ore Deposit in Evaporites Adjacent to WIPP

As mentioned earlier, uranium ores in sedimentary rocks other than sandstone are uncommon (<5%) in the

United States. Conditions for the deposition of uranium in carbonate rocks, such as limestone or dolomite, are

especially unfavorable because uranyl carbonate complexes are highly soluble; hence, carbonate rocks typically

contain no more than 1 ppm uranium (86). However, one small uranium ore deposit of the Jurassic Period occurs

near Grants, New Mexico, where the Entrada Sandstone aquifer is overlain by the Todilto Limestone formation

(similar to dolomite but lacking magnesium) that produced some oil. Highly fractured areas of the limestone

formation allowed water carrying uranium to move into the limestone and deposit local accumulations of uranium

where H2S was present. Conversely, movement of some H2S from.* the limestone caused pockets of uranium

deposition in the sandstone (86,79, 87).
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V.B. Oklo Natural Reactors

The formation of the Oklo uranium ore deposit in Gabon, Africa, began when oxygenated water dissolved

uranium deposited in sandstone. This dissolved U ^ was then reduced to Uw in a saturated sandstone formation

through the presence of hydrocarbons in an overlying black shale formation. The Oklo ore, which contains

-17,300 Mg (17,300 metric tonnes as U2O3), consists mostly of a uniform low grade ore (0.2 to 1 %wt uranium);

however, a high grade ore (>20 %wt) was located at faults in the sandstone where greater amounts of hydrocarbons

were structurally trapped. The Oklo ore deposit is unique in that about 16 lenticular regions have been identified

within the high grade that operated as natural reactors starting about 1.97 Ga, when natural uranium had a 235U

content of -3.68 %wt. The reactors operated intermittently for about 2 x 10s to 8 x 10s yr (88. 89). The first six

natural reactors are typically 10 to 20 m in length and width, and less than 1 m thick (89). Some of the natural

reactors are concentrated up to 55 %wt, possibly because of added convective circulation of water heated by each

natural reactor, which supplied more uranium solution and dissolved silica in the sandstone to provide more

depositional space. The original porosity of the faulted zones is unknown but to provide adequate depositional

space and water moderation for criticality, the porosity must have been at least 10% (see Fig. l ib) and was likely

between 20% and 30%.

V.C. Lack of Favorable Depositional Features in WIPP Disposal System

Several favorable features and conditions prompted the formation of the ore deposits in Gabon, Africa, and in

the United States. In general, the deposits were in sandstone that had (1) moderately high porosity for adequate

depositidnal space, (2) high permeability to allow sufficient water circulation, (3) oxygenated water to transport the

soluble UVI species, (4) an essentially infinite source of uranium in volcanic tuff or granitic source rocks, and (5)

either (a) reducing material to chemically reduce the uranium to insoluble U™ species or (b) complexing vanadium

to form uranyl vanadate minerals, such as carnotite or tyuyamunite.

These favorable features are absent in the WIPP disposal system. First, the naturally occurring brine cannot

oxidize the uranium or plutonium in order to mobilize the uranium and plutonium. Second, the pathways to the

accessible environment at the WIPP do not pass through permeable sandstone; the Bell Canyon sandstone lies

-590 m below the repository (Fig. 4) and the Dewey Lake Red Beds sandstone has a transmissivity too low to

measure and possibly is not saturated above the repository (90). Instead, any potential pathway to the accessible

environment must pass through evaporites such as carbonates where no evidence exists that either vanadium or

indigenous reductants/oxidants are present.

V.D. Natural Concentration Efficiency Based on Oklo

Besides demonstrating that the WIPP lacks favorable depositional features, Oklo can also be used to explore the

implications of what solubility value for ^'Pu would be required to collect enough fissile material within 10,000 yr,

with a probability greater than 10"4 over that same 10,000-yr period, to cause criticaliry (I, 65). The answer is

conditional on the presence of proper geochemical conditions and proper physical conditions (i.e., P{ C I p n h n c)

•/>{/?}) (see Fig. 3).
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V.D. 1. Required Actinide Concentration Based on Maximum Flow

Of the 16 natural reactors, data are readily available in the literature for the first six (primarily "reactor 2").

Based on these data, researchers have estimated that 6 Mg of 235U were consumed out of -800 Mg of high grade

uranium associated with the six natural reactors. Consumption of 6 Mg corresponds to ~1028 fissions or -15,000

MW-yr (89, 91). Basically, six criticalities occurred per 800 Mg of U at an enrichment of - 3 % , which is about the

average enrichment of U in the WIPP (Table II) (but four times less enriched than Pu). This rate, in essence, factors

in microscopic inefficiencies found in nature when macroscopic physical, hydrologic, and geochemical conditions

are generally favorable.

To be consistent with 40 CFR 191, the probability of criticality in the first 104 yr must be evaluated, or as done

here, the plutonium solubility evaluated such that the probability of a criticality in the first 104 yr is less than 10" .̂

The probability model is based on the failure-rate function defined by tit) = -d ln[I-F(t)]/dt, where t is the time

elapsed since the disposal system was closed and F(t) denotes the cumulative distribution function for the first time,

T, when criticality occurs (i.e., F(t) = {T<t}). The failure rate function can be integrated to give

(2)

Over a period of a year, F(t) must be less than 10'8 (i.e., P{C I p n h n c] • P{h] < 10"8). This fact, in turn,

implies rif) = 108/yr. Yet the value of r(t) is bound by the product of the "microscopic efficiency" of natural

concentration processes as estimated from the Oklo natural reactors, (e = 6 events/800 Mg), unknown plutonium

concentration (here assumed to be an unknown solubility [SD]), the maximum cumulative flow rate over 104 yr

through the repository (jqmax = 3.6 x 104 nrVlO4 yr from Fig. 15), and the 104-yr regulatory time period (T) (i.e., r{f) s

eSi/jnuuT). Solving for the plutonium solubility (SD) yields a value of 1.55 x 10~21 mM (i.e., SD = [I0~8 events/yr •

800 Mg]/[6 events • 3.6 x 104 m3/104yr]).

V.D.2. Required Actinide Concentration Based on Range of Flows

The above arguments can be refined because the probability of the high flow rate (̂ max) of 3.6 x 104 m3/104 yr is

no more than 0.01 based on the 100 samples (Fig. 15). That is, the cumulative distribution function (F in Eq. 2) is

actually conditional on the discharge (q) through the repository.

r* f ~\

= l-exp(-eSDqT),

but

F{t)=\F(t\q)p{q)dq
(4)

If p(q) is represented by its empirical cumulative distribution function, then
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In the previous section, this sum was bound by /•"(/) = < 1 - exp {-eS^j^sJ). Yet because the individual q-, and

Pi are available from the 1996 PA calculations (Fig. 15), a better estimate is possible. Using the distribution in

Fig. 15, the maximum solubility is -0.2 mM = 10~°'7. This maximum solubility is greater than the entire range of

estimated uranium concentrations, and most of the range of plutonium concentrations.

VI. GEOCHEMICAL CONSTRAINTS ON CONCENTRATION MECHANISMS

As described in the previous section, the usual scenarios of ore formation are absent. In the following sections,

we speculate about less likely scenarios for deposition of plutonium and uranium although based on the same three

geochemical mechanisms and their probability P{C} (see Fig. 3): adsorption on mineral surfaces (e.g., ion exchange

or surface complexation), filtration of colloid material, and precipitation.

VI.A. Adsorption of Plutonium and Uranium

VI. A. 1. Adsorption of Fissile Material in Repository

Within the repository, conditions that might lead to potential adsorption15 of Pu or U on corrosion products or

dolomite in a localized area do not exist. Granted, the waste from each storage/generation site contains a wide

variety of potentially adsorptive material, such as soils, waste solidifiers (e.g., bentonite), corroded metals, and

degraded glass; however, potentially adsorptive waste material such as rust, clay, and solidifiers is not concentrated

in a few drums (see Fig. 5). Rather, adsorptive materials will be fairly uniformly distributed throughout the

repository and preferential concentration of plutonium in one area is unlikely. Similarly, substrates and nutrients for

biofilms that might cause fissile concentration are also disseminated fairly uniformly throughout the repository.

Furthermore, separation of Pu to the exclusion of the large amounts of the other radioisotopes (e.g.,238!!) is not

plausible even if localized concentration of adsorptive material did occur. If a facile technique for separating Pu

through adsorption were known, it would have been used in place of the expensive PUREX method for separating

fissile B9Pu from other radioisotopes. Likewise, a difficulty in proposing adsorptive backfill as an engineered

barrier in the WIPP repository is that the adsorption on proposed backfills is not specific and so large amounts of

other material that are in the waste also adsorb. This situation greatly decreases the likelihood of criticality because

many of these materials (e.g., nonfissile actinides, iron, nickel, and lead) readily absorb neutrons and halt a critical

excursion. Several quantitative arguments to support this general reasoned argument are provided below.

VI.A.2. Isotherm Adsorption Model

For modeling, adsorption in geologic media is most often expressed as the ratio of mobile material (here, the

mobile U and Pu in the brine) and material on the immobile rock (here, corrosion products in the repository or

dolomite in the Culebra). The distribution coefficient (KD) in the Freundlich isotherm model (e.g., 73, p. 353) is

defined as x/tn = KpC" where x is mass of attached adsorbate on the solid, m is the mass of immobile solid, C, is the

equilibrium concentration of the adsorbate in the solution, and n is a nonlinear exponent. The exponent n is often set

to one in the equation, thereby not taking into account the potential to saturate the adsorption sites at high

concentrations of radioisotopes. Although assumed valid for evaluating adsorption of radioisotopes on dolomite at

15 Herein, adsorption refers to the accumulation of material at the interface of another material. Adsorption subsumes several different
mechanisms (e.g., surface complexation and ion exchange). Because geochemical adsorption is not strictly a surface phenomenon, some
geochemists prefer to use the more inclusive term "sorption." However, this article uses the more traditional terms adsorption and absorption,
with the latter used when referring to neutron absorption (capture) by the nucleus.
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low concentrations in transport calculations at the WIPP, setting n equal to one was not assumed valid for criticality

calculations where high concentrations were required to cause a criticality event.16'17

VI.A.3. Nonlinear Isotherm for Iron Oxides in Repository

The initial iron corrosion products of the steel within the WIPP repository will likely be an amorphous

ferrihydrite ( a m - F e ^ • H2O) that will progress, through dehydration, to more crystalline goethite (cc-FeOOH) and

then hematite (a-Fe2O3) (92, 93). Payne et al. (94, Figure 3) experimentally evaluated the adsorption of U ^ on

ferrihydrite (suspended in a solution at 89 mg/1) over a range of pH and at three initial uranium solution

concentrations: 10"3 mM, 10~2 mM, and 10"1 mM. (The latter concentration is very close to the maximum uranium

solution concentration anticipated at the WIPP.) The extrapolated concentration in the ferrihydrite colloidal

suspension is only 0.05 kg/m3 at the maximum U ^ solubility of 10"06 mM (i.e., 2.0 mole/kg • Mw • 0.089 kg/m3)

(Fig. 18); this value is far below the 50 kg/m3 critical concentration. The 235U concentration on any one ferrihydrite

particle could be high—43 kg/m3 assuming 5.1% a 5 U enrichment (i.e., 2.0 mole/kg • Mw • ps[l - <j>\ • 5.1%) but still

not above the critical limit. Furthermore, transformation of ferrihydrite to the goethite might be fairly rapid (-10 yr)

(93) such that pure ferrihydrite might not be present within the repository in large amounts (at least 20 kg) in a small

area. Finally, a critical concentration would require exclusive adsorption of uranium from the contaminated brine in

the repository—an unlikely occurrence.

Although isotherms of Pu™ adsorption on iron oxides at high solution concentrations of plutonium are not

available, an extrapolation based on two points at low concentrations (95, Figure la) shows that a similar situation

occurs for plutonium whereby the estimated solid concentration on goethite cannot reach the critical limit, assuming

a ^ P u FGE of 14% (i.e., 4 x 10"2 mole/kg • Mw • pg[l - 0 • 14% = 5 kg/m3) (Fig. 18). Although this extrapolation

has large uncertainty, it is reassuring that the values for Puv adsorption on goethite lie near this same line (96.

Figure 84) because Puv is thought to be reduced to Pu™ when adsorbed on goethite. While use of additional data

reported by Sanchez et al. (95, Figures lb and lc) for Puv results in a new line that predicts a solid concentration on

goethite of 26 kg/m3, it is only slightly above the 20 kg/m3 limit for rust surrounded by silica rich material (i.e., 2.3 x

10"1 mole/kg • Mw • pg [1 - $ • 14% = 26 kg/m3) (Fig. 18).

VI.A.4. Adsorption Sites Available on Dolomite

Criticality is unlikely for Pu adsorption on goethite, as described in the previous section, and provides a

reasonable upper bound for adsorption on dolomite. However, the critical limit for dolomite is much less than for

rust; thus, additional arguments based directly on properties of dolomite are presented below.

The two cases in Fig. 17 showing a potential for criticality with plutonium in the Culebra can be eliminated for

three reasons based on geochemical and physical constraints of the system: the density of adsorption sites on

dolomite would have to be very large, surface complexation at adsorption sites would not be limited to only ^ P u ,

and the deposition of fissile radioisotopes and thus the geometry of the critical mass must be at the borehole (the

latter reason is discussed in Section VI.C).

16 In Rechard et al. (22), however, the linear fo-values were used in combination with maximum solubility values as a screening tool to evaluate
whether a problem might exist
17 Although the nonlinear Fieundlich model does not have an asymptote like the Langmuir model (73. p. 362), it does allow for greatly reduced
adsorption at higher concentrations for n < 1.
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Adsorption experiments for radioisotopes at high concentrations are difficult for evaporates and have not been

done for dolomite. Hence, a bounding estimate of the required adsorption sites, and thus the maximum amount of

fissile material that can adsorb onto a small volume, was made for dolomite and compared to other highly adsorptive

natural materials.

The measured mass-specific surface area on carefully crushed and lightly acid-washed samples of dolomite

from the WIPP Air Intake Shaft (Fig. 6), as evaluated by BET surface area analysis (97), varies from 500 m3/kg for

indurated dolomite to 2600 m3/kg for silty dolomite (98); these values correspond to between 1 x 106 and 6 x 106 m2

of surface area per m3 of dolomite (assuming a porosity of 16% and dolomite grain density of 2850 kg/m3).

Dividing the adsorbed plutonium concentration of 3 kg/m3 (which corresponds to 7.6 x 1024 atoms/m2 of dolomite)

by volume-specific surface area gives a site density of between 1 and 7 atoms/nm2. This range is similar to the

observed site density for many highly adsorptive natural minerals (about 2 sites/nm2)18 (99).

Thus, obtaining a critical concentration requires the entire capacity of an adsorptive natural material (of which

dolomite in the Culebra is reasonably bound). Furthermore, the ^Pu™ would be competing with other plutonium

isotopes and other radioisotopes, e.g., Thlv and U™, which would behave similarly to Puw for the sorption sites, thus

increasing the required solid concentration limit (Fig. 10). More importantly, plutonium would be competing with

other metal cations (and even Ca and Mg, in solution). Hence, ^Pu™ would need to dislodge already adsorbed

material present on the dolomite.

The probability of criticality from adsorption of plutonium becomes unlikely near the intrusion borehole,

because the critical concentration increases from 3 to either -10 kg/m3 (Fig. 10b) (-17 sites/nm2)19 as the result of

domination of the fluid composition by Castile brine or -19 kg/m3 (~32 sites/nm3) when dominated by Salado brine.

For uranium, the number of sorption sites is clearly too small. A concentration of 10 kg/m3 of 235U corresponds

to 2.5 x 107 atoms/nm3, which in turn corresponds to 17 atoms/nm2. However, the uranium is only - 5 % enriched

(initially) and so the available adsorptive sites are much more likely to be filled with 238U than 235U. To get 10

kg/m3 of ^ U at 5.1%, enrichment would require 333 sites/nm2.

Consequently, adsorption, by itself, is an unlikely mechanism for concentrating massive amounts of fissile

material to obtain a critical solid concentration because of limitations in surface area in natural geologic systems. As

a precursor, adsorption, however, may potentially lead to the formation of ore deposits (e.g., 83; 101. p. 244-249)

and is implicitly considered in the discussion of precipitation (Section VI.C).

VLB. Concentration of Colloid Material in the WIPP Disposal System
The concern with colloids is (1) whether the concentration of colloids is critical or (2) whether there is a

mechanism by which actinide-bearing colloidal particles can be locally concentrated (e.g., filtration).

VLB. 1. Limits on Dispersed Colloidal Concentration
Similar to adsorption, the uptake of fissile actinides by the various types of colloidal particles is governed by

equilibrium among dissolved actinides, solid actinide phases, and the colloidal particles. The link between colloidal

" Brady et al. (74) report that if all the Mg and Ca ions present in a layer of dolomite were available for ion exchange, the maximum density
would be 30 sites/nm2; however, not all Mg and Ca ions are available and so the site density is probably much lower.
" Synthetically prepared goethite (a-FeOH) has a site density of only -17 sites/nm2 (100. Table 3-1).
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actinide concentration and equilibrium thermodynamics produces a limit on the concentration of colloidal actinides

that cannot reasonably exceed by 30 times the dissolved concentration of fissile actinides and thereby go critical.

For example, the total uranium and plutonium concentration of the adsorption experiments discussed in Section

Vl.C.2 (Fig. 19) includes the colloidal suspension and is not critical; the colloidal suspension of uranium on

ferrihydrite was only 0.05 kg/m3.

VI.B.2. Fate of Colloids in Repository prior to Intrusion

The behavior of the colloidal particles themselves is best described as a steady-state process, in which new

particles are continuously generated and dispersed in the liquid phase but are gradually destabilized through a

variety of processes. Destabilization of mobile colloidal fissile actinides, followed primarily by gravitational

settling, could conceivably concentrate fissile material, but the mechanism is limited to local microenvironments

that are likely to be centimeter-sized or even smaller within the WIPP repository. After closure of the repository,

salt creep will crush the waste containers and compact waste material (Fig. 14). Colloidal particles could form

throughout the waste matrix; however, the fluid columns in which agglomerated colloidal particles will settle are

likely to be short and poorly connected. Consequently, the local concentrations of colloidal agglomerates that

develop in the WIPP will remain uniformly distributed in the waste throughout the repository and will not

concentrate in a single location. By analogy, in a closed house, dust (i.e., aerosols) settles on the horizontal surfaces

in the house. The dust does not, however, concentrate at any single location.

Vl.B.3. Fate of Colloids in Repository after Intrusion

In a disturbed repository, flowing brine could result in filtration of any dispersed colloidal actinides, but

concentration of colloidal actinides will again be localized in small microenvironments. As described above, the

waste will contain many centimeter-sized microenvironments of small poorly connected pores. Filtration can take

place in interstices at the boundaries of marked changes in pore size, resulting in small concentrations of colloidal

actinides in those localized small areas.

Again, considering the dusty-house analogue, an air stream flowing through an open house is similar in concept

to brine flowing through the repository. In the dusty house, dust that has settled on horizontal surfaces is stirred up

and concentrated in local environments, such as corners or other areas where horizontal air velocity is small. In the

repository, local accumulations will develop in a similar fashion. However, the tight packing of the waste will

provide local filtration of colloidal particles. Hence, the fissile actinides associated with colloidal particles will

remain fairly uniformly distributed within the repository on a macroscopic scale. Furthermore, apart from these

qualitative arguments, the perfect filtration of iron oxides with adsorbed uranium cannot go critical and iron oxides

with adsorbed plutonium probably will not go critical, as previously discussed in Section VI.A.3.

Vl.B.4. Colloidal Filtration in Culebra

Because the total mobile concentration of Puw is due partially to microbial and mineral colloids, filtering of

these colloids could lead to a possible means of Pu deposition in the Culebra. As argued above, it is probable that

colloids susceptible to filtering would be filtered during transit thro'ugh waste within the repository or in the

borehole backfill material; however, to be consistent with the assumptions for the 1996 PA, colloids were assumed

to have escaped the repository and borehole and then be filtered in the Culebra. The simulations in which large
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releases of Pu are calculated, as occurred for Pu™ in Salado brine, were used. In Salado brine, Pu associated with

mineral colloids and microbes accounts for only 7% of the Pu total concentration (Table IV). Perfect filtering of 1%

of the maximum 110 kg released in simulation 23 (Fig. 17) results in 7.7 kg that must be filtered in less than 0.46 m3

from the borehole (e.g., sphere of radius 0.46 m) to obtain a minimum concentration of 19 kg/m3 for Salado brine

(Fig. 10). Although the 7.7 kg is similar to the 7-kg to 9-kg minimum mass calculated (Fig. 10b), these masses

require a concentration of -30 kg/m3; furthermore, the 7.7-kg mass is smaller than the 13.4-kg minimum mass

suggested by the argument based on Oklo reactors (Section V.B). Therefore, colloidal filtering of Pu cannot cause

criticality by itself.

The total concentration of \f in Salado brine is partially due to filterable colloids (37%) (Table IV) but the

mass of U™ brought to the Culebra is insufficient to cause criticality. While the mass of U ^ brought to the Culebra

is higher than for U™, no portion of the solubility is due to colloids (Table IV).

VI.C. Precipitation of Fissile Material

A necessary condition for precipitation of Fissile material and other major components of the brine is a change

in the brine chemistry (i.e., the redox state and buffer capacity, pH, ionic strength, or solute concentrations) such that

the solubility of a component is reduced. As previously described, the deposition of U generally occurs when

soluble fissile material (e.g., U^ as a uranyl carbonate) is reduced by organic material, pyrite, or H2S. Because this

particular mechanism is improbable in the WIPP disposal system, as previously described in Section V, several

other speculative mechanisms were proposed in the following discussion but were also found to be improbable.

VI.C. 1. Precipitation in Repository

The main determinant of oxidation states within the repository will be the rate of interaction with elemental

iron, Fe°, and the rate of microbial-facilitated reduction of oxidized species, such as nitrate and sulfate. The

resulting repository waters are expected to have relatively high concentrations of reducing species such as Fe+n and

S~". Hence, the most likely oxidation states are the insoluble Pum and U™; however, there is some possibility of

more soluble PuIV and UVI. Because iron and organic waste are present throughout the waste, there is little chance

of great variation in the redox state of the brine from one place to another, and thus no driving force for dissolution

and precipitation to redistribute the fissile materials.

VI.C.2. Precipitation in Culebra

The calculated plumes of radioisotopes migrating through the Culebra over 10,000 yr do not show a tendency to

concentrate in a small area in the 1996 PA (4, 2). Although the numerical grid size is not small enough to rule out

this possibility, the following arguments assume that, absent any strong indication otherwise, the most likely area to

precipitate the fissile material in sufficient concentration is at the borehole (similar to adsorption and colloidal

filtering). As a supplemental analysis to the 1996 PA, a simulation was run with a numerical mesh smaller than that

used in the 1996 PA analysis to evaluate the size of the zone in which dilution and potential precipitation might

occur because of changes in ionic strength, pH, or redox state.

Simulation of Mixing Zone. The modeling system used has been explained elsewhere (18, J7, .19). The

underlying mathematical models used have also been explained elsewhere (e.g., 102). Hence, only a cursory

explanation of the simulation is given, and the following discussion focuses on the results.
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The supplementary simulation used information from S5, vector 23 (Fig. 15), and SECOFL2D (Version

3.01ZO) with a steady-state injection of 3.62 x 104 m3 of Castile brine over 10,000 yr. Based on measured pumping

and slug tests, Beauheim and Holt (103) note that the Culebra behaves hydraulically as a single-porosity medium

where the transmissivity (7) is less than 2 x 10"6 m2/s. Since the transmissivity values for WIPP-12, ERDA-9 and

H-3, located near the repository, are 1.1 x 10"7, 4.9 x 10"7, and 9.4 x 10~7 m2/s, respectively, the Culebra was

modeled as a single porosity medium (with a transmissivity of 4 x 10~7 m2/s) near the repository for evaluating the

fluid flow. For the transport calculations with SECOTP2D (Version 1.41), a small local grid, 26 m x 26 m with 961

cells (1 m or less on a side), was centered over a hypothetical borehole penetrating the center of the repository.

Similar to the original 1996 PA calculations, boundary conditions of hydraulic head (H) for the small local grid were

interpolated from the regional flow grid (Fig. 20).

Change in Ionic Strength. As a repository brine enters and mixes with Culebra brine, the ionic strength will

drop from between 6700 and 5300 mM to 800 mM. Solubility of most highly negatively charged species are

stabilized by high ionic strength so that a mineral whose solubility is controlled by highly charged species in

solution will have a higher solubility in high ionic strength brines. Hence, as the brine is diluted, the solubility could

decrease. Yet, the concentration would also be reduced by the dilution, and so precipitation would occur only if the

change in solubility was greater than the change in concentration. The model of IV actinide solubility used in the

1996 PA showed the minus-six-charged pentacarbonate species dominating the solubility, and thus the solubility

could be dependent on the ionic strength of the brine. Similarly, the model of III actinide solubility shows the plus-

2-charged hydroxy complex dominating the solubility and decreasing by an order of magnitude as the ionic strength

decreases from 6700 mM in Salado brine to 5300 mM in Castile brine. Hence, if these models are accurate, they

predict some precipitation on dilution.

Consequently, a possible situation is the dilution of Pulv in a Salado-dominated brine to a Culebra-dominated

brine (Fig. 16). (Because insufficient Pum reaches the Culebra in 10,000 yr, it is not considered here.) The

maximum calculated discharge of ^Pu™ over 10,000 yr as calculated in the 1996 PA is considered, which is about

110 kg. To obtain a plutonium concentration of 9 kg/m3 or greater (see Fig. 10b), assuming a single porosity

medium, the volume of deposition of all the plutonium reaching the Culebra in 10,000 yr must be less than 12 m3 (a

sphere of about 1.4-m radius or a cylinder of 1-m radius, assuming deposition throughout the 4-m thickness of the

Culebra dolomite).20 A simple estimate of the volume of the dilution zone as the annulus between two concentric

cylinders (Fig. 20b) results in a solid concentration 12 times lower than the 9 kg/m3 limit even for a total of 110 kg

brought to the surface over 10,000 yr.

Change in pH. The pH and CO2 concentration in the repository is controlled by the addition of excess MgO.

Contaminated brines entering the Culebra will carry dissolved Mg(OH)2, but little solid Mg(OH)2, so the pH could

drop from alkaline to near neutral, and the CO2 concentration rise, as the Mg(OH)2 was consumed by the Culebra

CO2. The change in pH and CO2 concentration could cause coprecipitation of plutonium or uranium with MgCO3

within the Culebra pore space; however, changes in pH and availability of CO2 would still be dependent on

20 The maximum size of each cell was selected to avoid numerically diluting the fissile mass beyond this concentration. If the mixing volume had
approached this cell size, the analysis would have been run with even smaller cells.
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sufficient mixing of the two brines which, as shown in Fig. 20b, does not occur in a small enough region to obtain a

critical concentration.

Change in Redox State. The Culebra brine has low concentrations of active reduction or oxidation species.

Consequently, the redox state (Eh)21 of the brine as it moves through the Culebra will change little, even up to 100-

fold dilution (104). Therefore, reduction of the UVI to U17 will not occur (i.e., the normal situation in which a

uranium deposit is formed by means of reduction of soluble species does not apply). Likewise, the reduction of Puw

to Pu1" would not occur.

Two hypothetical scenarios of precipitation from oxidation also seem unlikely: (a) the oxidation of Pum to Puw

and (b) the oxidation of Fe11 to Fem and coprecipitation with Puw. Although as Pum is removed from the Fe° in the

repository, it may slowly oxidize to Pu™, in the 1996 PA, these conditions do not cause precipitation because Puw is

more soluble than Pu1" in Salado brine.22 Because Fe111 is less soluble than Fen, any oxidation occurring at the

borehole could cause precipitation of amorphous ferrihydrite (am-Fe2O3 • H2O). Fissile material could be adsorbed

onto the ferrihydrite and coprecipitated. However, the Culebra brine or dolomite does not contain a strong oxidant

(or reductant), as discussed earlier. The availability of sufficient oxygen from the surface through a degraded plug

with the permeability of silty sand is unlikely.

Adsorption near Borehole. For the sake of the above precipitation arguments, adsorption in the supplemental

simulation was ignored, and deposition of fissile material was assumed to occur in the mixing zone between the

injected brine and Culebra brine because of the change in ionic strength, pH, or redox state. However, it is

instructive to briefly describe the model results if adsorption is considered. Based on batch adsorption experiments

(74). the linear distribution coefficient (KD) on dolomite for Pu™ in the Salado and Castile brines in the 1996 PA was

assumed to be uniformly distributed between 0.7 and 10 m3/kg (104, 105). If one uses a linear Freundlich model for

dolomite, the linear KD must approach 0.7 m3/kg for the average fissile density to be greater than 9 kg/m3. The

average fissile density is less than 9 kg/m3 if one uses a nonlinear Freundlich adsorption model for goethite (as also

evaluated in Section VI.A.3) (Fig. 20c). Furthermore, the average fissile density is even less assuming 14% FGE of

^'Pu and must approach 6.8 m2/kg for the linear Freundlich model.

In summary, some change in chemistry is likely as brine contaminated with fissile material mixes within the

Culebra; however, the supplemental simulation suggests these changes in chemistry will likely occur over a wide

area. Furthermore, the fact adsorption would occur in a different region than the precipitation (Fig. 20b) and that the

amount of injected brine would actually vary over time as the borehole creeps shut or precipitates plug the porosity

would also tend to disperse the fissile material.

VII. CONSEQUENCES OF A CR1TICALITY

For a criticality to have a significant effect on human health after repository closure, it would have to either (1)

produce more hazards than originally present (e.g., produce more fission products) or (2) degrade the ability of the

disposal system to contain radioisotopes (e.g., produce excessive heat or kinetic energy). These two categories of

consequences are examined below.

21 The oxidizing or reducing potential (Eh) of the solution is measured in volts. Eh is formally defined by the Nernst equation (73, p. 405).
22 This precipitation mechanism is indeed possible wi th the m o r e recent es t imates of Pu 1 7 solubil i ty because Pu"1 is n o w m o r e soluble. However ,
the solubility of Pu1" is sufficiently low that a critical mass never reaches the Culebra in 10,000 yr.
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VILA Generation of Fission Products
VII.A.1. Burnup of Plutonium

The EPA performance measure (/?) for radioisotope release is the sum of the quotients of the activity of

radioisotopes divided by the regulatory release limit:

R'T-tr- (6)

where fw is a waste unit factor equal to Z WJIO6 Ci; W} is activity (Ci) for a-emitting TRU radioisotope i with half-

life (t\a) ^ 20 years; L-, is the regulatory release limit (Ci) for radioisotope £ specified in 40 CFR 191, Appendix A

(9); nR is number of radioisotopes contributing to the release; and Qt is cumulative release over 10,000 yr for

radioisotope i beyond a 5-km boundary.

Because R is a surrogate for health hazard, it can be used as a metric for the consequences of criticality within a

geologic repository as previously argued in Rechard et al. (65). For a waste consisting only of ^ ^ u , R is unity

when Qi =fwLt. Assuming a unit value forfm Qt = L-t = 100 Ci for ^'Pu, which is equivalent to 1.6 kg. To identify

the consequences of fissioning a9Pu, all 1.6 kg of ^ 'Pu was converted to its fission radioisotope products (106).

Then each fission product was decayed and its contribution to R calculated as a function of time. After 110 yr, the

contributions to R from the fission products are less than the initial 1.6 kg of a 9Pu. Thus, if a subsurface criticality

occurs with ^ 'Pu and the fission products are not substantially more mobile than ^'Pu (which is valid at the WIPP),

then the hazard is less than before criticality. A similar benefit occurs when using Pu in nuclear reactors (or the

proposal to transmute Pu by particle accelerators), but the possibility of human exposure during operation or when

dismantling the facility is greater.

VII.A.2. Fission Products Generated from Uranium Fission in the Repository

A reduction in potential health effects, as measured by the EPA units, from uranium fissioning does not occur as

for plutonium, but neither are the effects significantly detrimental. The placement of CH- and RH-TRU waste in the

WIPP has an initial (and maximum) heat power output of 136 kW23 (Fig. 19), of which about 2.2% is from decay of

fission products that have contaminated the RH-TRU waste.24 This total 3 kW (2.2% of 136 kW) from fission

product decay is quite small; to provide perspective, it is equivalent to one-third container out of more than 7860

containers of commercial SNF (CSNF) planned for disposal at Yucca Mountain, Nevada, assuming that each

container holds 21 pressurized water reactor (PWR) SNF assemblies (-8.2 MTHM/container; -10 kW/container)

(107. Table 3-3).

The 3 kW from fission products at the WIPP, assuming a burn-up of 40 GWd/MTHM, represents 2 x 1026

fissions (-1026'3). In comparison, the maximum number of fissions possible from the 8 Mg of B5U (Table V) at the

WIPP, also assuming a 40 GWd/MTHM burnup (consumption of about 4% of the fissile mass) with 2.8 x 1024

fissions/GWd, is 9 x 1026 (~1027) fissions. The comparison is more favorable when the entire heat power of 136 kW

23 A maximum heat power of 197 kW from radioactive decay can be estimated assuming (a) the maximum 0.2 kg of FGEs of plutonium is placed
in each 0.21-m3 drum and 0.35 kg is placed in each 1.8-m3 box, (b) the repository contains 3.7 x 10s drums and 2.3 x 104 boxes, and (c) ^'Pu
produces heat at 2.4 W/kg.
54 For the 2.2% of the 97.8% of CH-TRU radioisotopes, 65% is from 238Pu (generated at the Savannah River Plant (SRP) for power generators in
space and elsewhere), 18% is from ^'Pu, 5% is from 24°Pu, and 11% is from*" Am (L 22).
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is used. Again, assuming a current average of 40 GWd/MTHM, the equivalent 13.6 containers of CSNF represent

-1028 fissions—an order of magnitude less fissions than were initially placed at the WIPP.

VII.B Potential Damage to Geologic Media

VII.B. 1. Categories of Criticality

One important aspect of criticality is the degree of moderation with regard to the speed of neutrons and thereby

promotion of fission; moderation is most likely from water in a geologic setting. A second important aspect is the

rate that the fissile mass is assembled since it is related to the energy release. Potentially, the rate of assembly can

be slow, fast, or explosive, where slow refers to a process occurring over geologic time such as deposition from

precipitation, fast refers to events over seconds as might occur in an earthquake, and explosive refers to events over

microseconds. Using these two factors of criticality, six criticality categories are as follows (42, 65): (1) high

moderation, slow assembly (e.g., Oklo thermal reactors [43]), (2) high moderation, fast assembly (e.g., aqueous

solution accidents), (3) high moderation, explosive assembly (e.g., Bowman-Venneri hypothesis [47]), (4) low

moderation, slow assembly (e.g., fast breeder reactor), (5) low moderation, fast assembly (e.g., experiments/accident

with fissionable materials and analytically bounded with Bethe-Tait analysis [1081). and (6) low moderation,

explosive assembly (e.g., weapons).

Based on recent arguments (49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 42, 65), the explosive assembly is highly improbable.

Furthermore, the average enrichment of fissile material is less than 14% so theoretical reasons also support the

improbability of nuclear explosion after assembly (109. p. 182). In the following discussion, the consequences of

fast assembly are used to bound potential kinetic energy releases of slow assembly (Category I)25 (Section VII.B.3).

This assumption provides a conservative bound since fast rates of assembly are not likely at the WEPP because of the

diffuse distribution of fissile particles throughout TRU waste. Potential thermal energy releases from slow assembly

are directly estimated in Section VII.B.4.

VII.B.2. Use of Criticality Accidents

In the discussion that follows, anthropogenic criticality accidents are used as an analogue for estimating energy

release from a criticality in or near a geologic repository. The validity of this approach was checked through two

types of calculations. First, a Bethe-Tait analysis of an unmoderated accident suggests a bound of 6 x 1017 fissions

or 18.7 MJ (42, 65), which is approximately equal to the maximum number of fissions seen in accidents in

processing plants and laboratories throughout the world. More importantly, a detailed nuclear dynamics analysis of

a criticality in geologic media shows that the energy releases from nuclear criticality are minimized because the

reaction is quickly stopped by near instantaneous negative feedback (21_, Figures 4.3-1 and 4.3-2; 110. p. 10-41).

The feedback is from the heating of the fissile mass, which changes the resonance band (i.e., Doppler effects) of the

system; the negative feedback is not dependent upon the slower, thermally driven changes of the overall assembly,

such as evaporation of the water moderator. The maximum number of cumulative fissions (£) varied between 1016

and 5.6 x 1019 during any one critical event and lasted between 3.6 x 103 and 3.6 x 105 s (21., p. 4-15) (Fig. 21). The

25 In a natural setting, a credible method of slowly assembling the fissile material without water or human intervention is unknown; thus the
probability of Category 4 is near zero; however, removing Category 4 from consideration is not necessary in the following discussion of
consequences.
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maximum number of cumulative fissions could be expressed by the empirical equation: E= 2.73 x 1017 s1003, where

els S^nl\aj\; So is initial reactivity; £is reactivity (ratio of excess multiplication factor to multiplication factor) and

equal to (&«#•- l)IKtf> m is fissile mass (kg); and aT is thermal feedback coefficient (KT1) (21, p. 4.4-5).

VII.B.3. Disruption to Geologic Media

Disruption to Salado Salt. By analogy to criticality accidents, the potential damage to the salt from a fast

assembly of fissile material is negligible. Specifically, the maximum energy release for accidents is ~1020 fissions

(either moderated accidents from fissile solutions [Table VI] or unmoderated accidents with fissile metal [Table

VII]). This small amount of rapidly produced energy, released per event, would be unlikely to cause any significant

damage to the immediate rock situated 655 m (2100 ft) below the surface at the repository horizon. In rock of any

type, the potential void created would have a small radius. The radius of a potential spherical void (or camouflet)

formed beneath the surface (the void plus the debris) from an explosion is roughly rT= 1.1053 w0J252 d0135, where rT

is the radius (ft), d is depth below surface (ft), and w is weight of explosive (lbs) (111). The explosive weight rather

than the energy from the explosive is used in the empirical expression because the exponent is so small (-1/4); the

type of rock is not used for rough estimates because it has a secondary effect. At most, potential voids (camouflets)

of <1.3 m radius would occur in the salt (42,65), assuming the average accident energy release of 1018 fissions (-4.5

kg TNT [10 lbs]).26

Disruption to Culebra Dolomite. If the average fissile content in the repository is less than 14%, then in order

for the percentage to approach the theoretical minimum of 35% required for an explosion (109, p. 182), the fissile

content must more than double between the repository and its entry into the Culebra dolomite. Consequently, a

nuclear explosion is not feasible in the Culebra either. Furthermore, the potential damage to the dolomite from a

sudden assembly of fissile material is minor. For 4.5-kg TNT (1018 fissions), the potential camouflet radius is only

slightly larger (1.4 m [4.8 ft]) at the shallower depth of 300 m than calculated in the Salado salt.

VII.B.4. Heat Potentially Generated

Criticality Heat in Repository. The indefinite geometry of criticality in the salt after transport and precipitation

of plutonium (or uranium) requires making some arbitrary but reasonable assumptions. Here we assume a point

power source in a water-saturated geologic medium. For steady-state, the power is determined primarily by the

assumed operating temperature of the natural reactor and, secondarily, on the radial distance from the source to

where ambient temperatures are assumed. If a distance to the ambient temperature of 10 m is assumed (10 times the

typical thickness of the lenticular natural reactors at Oklo) with a critical zone temperature of ~700 K, then the

steady-state power (&,) is -40 kW (-1020 fissions/day) (113, p. 248): Qa =4TZKAT\-^— 1 = 40 kW, where r is
\r-a)

radial distance to ambient temperature (10 m); a is diameter of critical sphere (0.75 m); AT is change in temperature

from surface of 0.75-m-diameter sphere to ambient temperature (700 - 300 K); a is thermal diffusivity = K/pCp; K is

24 In 1961, the DOE detonated a 3.1-kiloton nuclear explosive 361 m below the surface in the Salado near Carlsbad, New Mexico (112). A
hemispherical cavity of 22.6-m radius was created and increased the permeability in the salt about 100 m above the cavity. Such damage from
criticality is not likely because of the nearly zero probability of a nuclear explosion being produced. The average fissile material enrichment of
WIPP TRU waste is only 14%, far below the theoretical minimum of 35% enrichment required for an explosion (109. p. 182).
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thermal conductivity (5.4 W/m-K for salt at 300 K [1141 and 4.3 W/m-K for dolomite/water at 300 K [115, Table

5.2]); p is density; and Cp is specific heat capacitance.

The estimate of 40 kW for a 0.75-m-diameter sphere (compaction of room from 84.8% porosity to 16% porosity

[Fig. 14]) or 23 kW/m2 is 2.5 orders of magnitude greater than the estimated power density of -0.1 kW/m2 at Oklo

(91) and thus likely very conservative. This conservative estimate of heat power from criticality is only 7% of the

538 kW used for the EIS (31., 32) that resulted in an estimated 1.6°C rise27 in temperature at the center of the

repository (116). Therefore, the heat generated during criticality is of no consequence.

Criticality Heat in Culebra. The maximum amount of plutonium carried to the Culebra in the 1996 PA is

110 kg (Fig. 17). The volume occupied by 110 kg of plutonium at a concentration of 3 kg/m3 is -37 m3. As noted

above, the amount of heat generated at Oklo has been estimated as 0.1 kW/m3 in the natural reactors (91).

Consequently, the power produced by a similar critical assembly in the Culebra would amount to only 3.6 kW.

VIII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A critical event was omitted from consideration in the 1996 PA. The arguments were organized according to

the two aspects of risks—probability and consequences.

VI1I.A. Probabilities of Criticality

Probability has been categorized by pertinent physical, hydrologic, and geochemical phenomena and with

regard to location within the disposal system. Prior to intrusion by exploratory drilling, a hydrologic constraint

exists in that the resaturation of the WIPP repository is not sufficient to move and assemble enough fissile material

for criticality. Furthermore, the fairly uniform distribution of material in the WIPP repository and the emplacement

of the fissile material far below the critical limit are two important physical constraints. The compaction of the

repository through salt creep is not sufficient to reach the minimum critical concentration. In addition, the uniform

distribution of material such as rust from corrosion of steel drums implies that preferential adsorption will not occur

at only one location in the repository and promote critical concentrations. Similarly, a fairly uniform material

distribution implies the brine chemistry is also fairly uniform such that changes in pH, ionic strength, or reduction-

oxidation potential do not vary and thus cannot promote preferential precipitation or colloidal filtering at only one or

a few locations.

After intrusion, two hydrologic constraints exist to prevent criticality in the Culebra. First, the dispersion that

normally occurs while contaminants move through the Culebra aquifer suggests that the small amount of material

brought to the aquifer can reach a critical concentration only near the intrusion borehole. Second, the zone of

mixing fluid from the intrusion borehole and the Culebra is such that, at a minimum, 1000 kg must reach the

Culebra to provide conditions for criticality.

Several geochemical constraints exist to prevent criticality within the disposal system. First, the solubility of the

fissile material is insufficient to cause criticality. The low solubility of the fissile material also implies that vast

amounts of brine are required to transport a sufficient quantity of fissile material to cause criticality. In the

simulation for the 1996 PA of the WIPP, only one case out of 100 showed sufficient material reaching the Culebra

27 The 1.6°C temperature rise from radioactive decay is less than the 6°C temperature rise potentially caused by the exothermic corrosion of
aluminum waste over 2 yr should sufficient brine be present in the repository (22).
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to exceed the minimum fissile mass, and even then, the fissile material must be concentrated. Second, adsorption on

dolomite must substantially exceed the adsorptive capacity of synthetically prepared goethite in order to provide

sufficient adsorptive capacity for plutonium and similar actinides such as thorium and uranium. Because the fissile

material will be highly reduced within the repository, the traditional mechanism of forming uranium ore bodies

through precipitation by reduction of the more soluble high-oxidation-state actinides cannot occur. Furthermore,

neither a strong reductant nor oxidant in a localized area has been discovered within the Culebra; thus, a sudden

change in the reduction-oxidation potential is unlikely. Therefore, any precipitation or coprecipitation would be

gradual and diffuse over an area too large to cause criticality.

VIII.B. Consequences of Criticality

Numerous procedures are put in place at the surface in a facility handling fissile radioisotopes to prevent

criticality and exposure of workers to radiation either directly during the events or later if decontamination of the

facility is necessary. However, prevention is less important after closure of a repository, assuming that criticality

could occur, because the criticality would have to either (1) generate significant amounts of fission products above

those already present or (2) degrade the ability of the disposal system to contain radioisotopes, before criticality

would have the potential to affect human health. Neither occurs. Criticality involving the most abundant fissile

material, ^'Pu, actually decreases health hazards after 110 yr, based on the Containment Requirements criterion of

EPA's standard, 40 CFR 191. The maximum number of fissions possible from uranium disposed of at the WIPP is

~1027 fissions. This value is about an order of magnitude less than the equivalent amount of fission products

required to produce the heat power already present in the repository. Furthermore, the physical damage to the salt or

dolomite is negligible. Even if the average power released in a critical event were to be converted to an equivalent

explosive release, the damage to geologic media would not be significant. Finally, the amount of heat power

generated by decay of fission products from both plutonium and uranium fissions is also less (by an order of

magnitude) than the heat power initially present in the repository.
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Fig. 1. Physical setting of the WIPP (after Ref. 17, Figure 2.1-1).

Fig. 2. Human intrusion scenario, S5, considered in 1996 WIPP PA (after Ref. 17, Figure 3.2-4).

Fig. 3. The influence of criticality on the risk performance measure (here depicted as the expected value of the
consequence) depends on both the probability and consequence of the occurrence. In turn, evaluation of either the
probability or consequence depends on two types of simulation: nuclear criticality modeling and geophysical
modeling.

Fig. 4. Stratigraphy above and below the WIPP repository (Ref. 3, Figure 3-3).

Fig. 5. Anticipated volumes of contact-handled transuranic (CH-TRU) waste per site (data from Ref. 119).

Fig. 6. The WIPP repository in bedded salt, showing transuranic waste disposal area with eight panels, 657 m below
surface and 436 m below Culebra Dolomite Member of Rustler Formation (Ref. 17, Figure 2.0).

Fig. 7. Comparison of calculated and measured critical masses in a homogeneous, spherical shape as a function of
fissile solid concentration when mixed and reflected with water. Calculated results from MCNP™ (after Ref. 21,
Figures E.3-X1, E.3-X2, and E.3-X3): (a) measured data for 93.2 %wt a s U from Ref. 59, Figure 8, and (b) measured
data and analytically corrected for 100 %wt B9Pu from Ref. 60, Figure 27.7 and Ref. 59, Figure 27.

Fig. 8. Element concentrations in Culebra, Salado, and Castile brine (Ref. 117, Table 2).

Fig. 9. Percentages by weight of various element oxides that form after heating the Culebra dolomite and Oklo
sandstone (Ref. 63, Table IV-4, WIPP-12 at 836.2 ft (246.7 m) depth; Ref. 89, Table 3, near natural reactors where
silica has not been extensively dissolved).

Fig. 10. Calculated critical masses of 100 %wt B9Pu and 239PuO2or as a function of B9Pu concentration when mixed
with halite, Culebra dolomite, and various brines (Ref. 22, Figure 16): (a) Culebra brine and (b) Salado and Castile
brines. (The material surrounding the spherical shape is the same as in the sphere but without fissile material.)

Fig. 11. Critical masses of 235U as a function of 235U concentration when mixed with various geologic media (Ref.
22, Figure 17): (a) Culebra dolomite and (b) Oklo sandstone and Yucca Mountain volcanic tuff.

Fig. 12. Calculated critical mass versus solid concentration of homogeneous solutions of fissile metallic 235U and
B9Pu in hemispherical shape of water and goethite at 20% porosity (Ref. 21, Figure E.3-26; Ref. 22, Figure 18).

Fig. 13. Critical thickness of plates of ̂ 'Pu as a function of S9Pu concentration in the Culebra (Ref. 22, Figure 19).
Measured data from Ref. 59, Figure 30.

Fig. 14. Volume-average porosity in room (Ref. 66, Figure 5-20; Ref. 22, Figure 20)

Fig. 15. Cumulative brine flow up an intrusion borehole over 10,000 yr after an intrusion that occurs 1000 yr after
closure for the S5 scenario (Ref. 22, Figure 14).

Fig. 16. Assumed total concentration of fissile material in Culebra for (a) plutonium and (b) uranium.

Fig. 17. Cumulative mass of a 9Pu reaching the Culebra through intrusion borehole over 10,000 yr for S2, S3, S5,
S6 for replicate 1 (Rl) (Ref. 22, Figure 22).

Fig. 18. Variation of adsorbed radioisotopes on iron oxides as a function of solution concentration at neutral pH: (a)
IT1 in pure H2O on ferrihydrite (Ref. 94, Figure 3) and hematite (Ref. 95, Figure 1), (b) Pu™ in pure H2O (Ref. 95,
Figure 1) and Puv in J-13 well water from Yucca Mountain (Ref. 96, Figure 84) on goethite.

Fig. 19. Anticipated activity and thermal power of waste in the WIPP repository (after Ref. 118, as evaluated from
Ref. 119). Activity of 2100 metric tonnes heavy metal (MTHM or Mg) DOE-owned spent nuclear fuel at Hanford
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and 8036 equivalent MTHM (as calculated by method in 40 CFR 191) high-level waste (DSNF/HLW) (primarily
from Savannah River Plant) shown for comparison (after Ref. 110, Figure 4-11).

Fig. 20. Calculated mixing of Castile brine with Culebra brine at intrusion borehole using discharge and flow field
information from S5, vector 23: (a) numerical mesh, (b) concentration contours, and (c) distribution of mass and
average density using various adsorption assumptions (Ref. 22, Figure 27).

Fig. 21. Typical result of nuclear excursion using point-reactor, kinetics model and range of total fissions and length
of time (after Ref. 21, Figure 4.3-1 and 4.3-2).
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TABLEI
Designation of Scenarios for 1996 PA

ID Short Description Description

51 Undisturbed'or Base Case

52 El intrusion after 300 yr

53 El intrusion after 1000 yr

54 E2 intrusion after 300 yr

55 E2 intrusion after 1000 yr

56 Eland E2 after 1000 yr

Predicted behavior of the WIPP disposal system when not disrupted
by human intrusion or unlikely natural events

300 yr after closure, inadvertent intrusion into the repository and
pressurized brine reservoir in the Castile; after abandonment, seals
rapidly degrade

1000 yr after closure, inadvertent intrusion into the repository and
pressurized brine reservoir in the Castile

300 yr after closure, inadvertent intrusion into the repository

1000 yr after closure, inadvertent intrusion into the repository

Two inadvertent intrusions into the repository around 1000 yr after
closure; one intrusion also intersects a brine reservoir; after
abandonment, seals degrade such that flow is forced through entire
repository
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TABLEn
Anticipated Mass of Fissile Material

in the WIPP Repository
(as evaluated from Ref. 119)

Radioisotopea

Uranium
232U

2 3 ^

234U

2 3 S u

236u

a 7 U
2 3 8 u

Plutonium
236pu

2 3 8Pu

^ P u
2 4 0 Pu
241pu

242pu

M3Pu

^ P u

^ P u fissile gram
equivalent (FGE)

Total (all radioisotopes)

a Bolding indicates fissile material.

Mass (kg)

1.21 x 10"3

2.01 x 102

8.13x10'

8.07 x 103

6.64 x 106

7.36 x 10"7

1.49 x 10s

1.96 x 10"8

1.53 x lO 2

1.28 x 104

9.44 x 102

2.38 x 10'

3.07 x 102

1.23 x 10"18

8.46 x 10"5

2.11 xlO 4

1.81 x 105
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TABLEm
Mineralogy of Salado Halite

and Culebra Dolomite at WIPP

Mineral

Culebra Dolomite3

Dolomite, CaMg (CO3)2

Gypsum, CaSO4 • 2H2O

Quartz, SiO2

Clay

Corrensite
Cao.o7 Naoa Ko.66 (AI3.13 Feo.09
Mgiigfi) Al].9i Si]4.09 O4o

Hike
K AL, (S7 Al O20) (OH)4

Average density

Salado Halite*

Halite, NaCl

Polyhalite, K2Mg Ca2 (SO4)4 •
2H2O

Anhydrite, CaSO4

Gypsum, CaSO4 • 2H2O

Magnesite, Mg CO3

Average density

Density
(kg/m3)

2872

2320

2650

2950bc

2750c

2850

2165

2775

2610

2320

3009

2160

%wt

91.5

3

1.5

2.4

1.6

93.2

1.7

1.7

1.7

1.7

a Ref.63,WIPP-12;Ref.62,Chapter3.
b Density of chlorite, which derives from corrensite.
c Ref. 125, pp B-193—B-195.
d Ref. 126, assumed absence of silica for PA modeling.
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TABLE IV
Example Calculation of Median Total Concentration of
Uranium and Plutonium in Salado and Castile Brines

Dissolved
(SD)

( I D M )

Humic
Scale Factor

fkuirde

Solubility in Salado Brine with MgO

Pu1"

Pu"
(1996 PA)

P u *
(Current)"

UIV

UVI

5.5 x 10"4

4.4 x 10"3

2.0 x 10"5

4.4 xlO"3

8.7 x 10"3

0.19

• 6.3

6.3

6.3

0.12

Solubility in Castile Brine0 with MgO

Pu"1

Pu*
(1996 PA)

P u *
(Current)"

UIV

UVI

6.5 x 10"5

6.0x10"*

4.0 x 10"3

6.0x10'*

8.8 x 10-3

1.37d

6.3

6.3

6.3

0.51

Colloids

Microbe
Scale Factor

Jpdcnbt

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.0021

0.0021

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.0021

0.0021

Intrinsic
Cint

(mM)

1.0 xlO"6

1.0 xlO"*

1.0 x 10"*

0

0

1.0 x 10"*

1.0x10"*

1.0x10"*

0

0

Mineral
Ojn£tiernl

(mM)

2.6 x 10"5

2.6 x 10"5

2.6 x 10"s

2.6 x 10"5

2.6 x 10"5

2.6 x 10"5

2.6 x 10"5

2.6xlO"s

2.6 x 10"5

2.6 x 10'5

Total
Concen-
tration

(CT)'
(mM)

8.5 x 10"4

3.4 xlO"2

1.8 xlO"4

3.2 x 10'2

9.8 x 10~3

2.0 xlO"4

7.3 x 10"5

2.7 x 10"s

7.0 x 10"5

1.3 xlO"2

Fraction
Colloid

0.35

0.87

0.88

0.86

0.11

0.68

0.92

0.99

0.91

0.34

Filterable
Colloid

Fraction
(Microbe &

Mineral)

0.23

0.40

0.18

1.1 x 10"3

4.5 x 10"3

0.23

0.38

0.95

0.37

3.3 x 10"3

a See Eq. 1
b Values change substantially for all radioisotopes in 44 valence state but only plutonium is shown,
c Solubility in the Culebra brine is assumed to be bound by the solubility in the Castile brine,
d Sampled values ranged between 0.065 and 1.60; median used (Ref. 2, p. 5-14).
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TABLEV
Summed EPA Units Versus Time3

(Ref. 65, Table H)

Time
(yr)

0

0.003

10

100

110

1000

10000

Summed EPA Units of
Fission Products'1

1.0000

11.1790

8.8538

1.1047

0.8794

0.0004

0.0003

a Based on release limits (surrogate of health
hazard) in 40 CFR 191 for fission products of
one initial EPA unit of ^'Pu

b Release limit is 100 Ci
Half-life is 7.594 x 10" s
Mass is 1.60091 kg
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TABLE VI
Ten Largest Criticality Accidents

in Processing Plants

Date Plant ^ Cause

6/16/58* Y-12.TN 1.3 xlO18 ^ U solution washed
into dram

12/5/60" Mayak Enterprises, 1019 Plutonium
the Urals concentration too high

in solution

1/25/61" ICPP, ID 6 x 1 0 " ^ s o l u t i o n forced
into cylinder by air

4/7/621" Hanford Recuplex, 8.2 x 10" Plutonium solution in
WA sump sucked into tank

1/30/63" Siberian Chemical 7.9 x 10" HEU solution was
Combine divided and transferred

to different vessels

12/13/63' Siberian Chemical 2 .7x10" Vacuum valve to the
Combine trap was shut off

12/16/65° Mayak Enterprises, 7 x 10" Uranium mass
the Urals exceeded safety margin

12/10/68" Mayak Enterprises, 5 x 10" Plutinium
the Urals concentration too high

10/17/78b ICPP, ID 3 x 10" ^ U buildup due to
diluted scrub solution

12/13/78" Siberian Chemical 3 x 1 0 " Plutonium mass in
Combine containers too high

a Taken from Ref. 127.
b Taken from Ref. 41 (Chapter 3, pp. 17-28), original reference,

Ref. 128. (Data values shown here agree with those in Ref. 40.)
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TABLE VH
Six Largest Criticality Accidents Involving

Moderated Metal and Oxide Systems
(after Ref. 40)

Pate Plant ^ Cause

12/12/52 Chalk River 1.2 xlO20 Positive void
coefficient

7/22/54 Idaho National Lab 4.68 x 1018 Planned transient
extended

10/15/58 Vinca, Yugoslavia 2.6 x 10ts Faulty power
monitoring

3/15/60 Saclay, France 3 x 1018 Removal of absorber

rob

1/03/61 Idaho National Lab 4.4 xlO18 Removal of control rod

11/05/62 Idaho National Lab 1 x 1018 Planned transient
exceeded
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